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The College Life section highlights
the growing trend of tattoos by
looldng at a few students and their
unique body art.
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Owen's closes
local grocery
by Vanessa Childers
Assistant News Edito r
As Bessie Harrison slowly hung
up yet another "Final Liquidation
Sale" poster on the drinks aisle
wall in Owen's Food Market. the
long-time employee said she was
really going to miss "'her family."
"People are more than customer~
here," she !.aid. 'They bring you
Christmas gifts and cards on your
birthday."
As if on cue, an elderly woman
rolled her grocery cart up to Harrison and laid a sympathetic hand on
her shoulder.
"You need a vacation, Bessie,"
the woman said. ''You just need
you a nice long vacation."
Kenneth Owen. who owns the
market with his two sons, recently
told employees and the community
the market would be closing in
about three weeks.
Owen's has been a thture in
Murray since it first opened in
1957.
"Within the city limits, I believe
Owen'.s is the Jac;t privately owned
~rocery store in Murray," said Lisa
Satterwhite, assistant director for
the Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce.
Harrison said closing lhe store
was a hard decision for Owen to
make.
"I have two sons, and both of
them are disabled," Owen said.
"There is nobody to take over the
business."
Owen considered leasing the
building but could not find the type
of person he felt was competent
enough to keep the business running.
"We do a lot of special cooking
and entering," Owen said . "It takes

time to train people, and we just
didn't find the right kind of people."
Owen said it was very difficult
to tell employees he could not keep
working and the store would be
clo:.ing.
Owen's also rents out several
apartments above the store. The
apartm~nts will not be affected by
the store's closing.
"The apartments are still in use,"
Harrison said. "We just rented
one."'
Some members of the community said lhey will miss shopping and
eating at Owen's.
"It was really a shock that it is
closing.'' Amy Carter, a commuter
student from Murray, said. "A lot
of people are going to miss it."
Carter said nowhere in town has
barbecue as good as Owen's.
"They are always really nice and
helpful," Eric McElroy, senior
from Louisville. said. "They give
you large portions for your money,
and the food is always fresh."
Satterwhite said Owen's is a
landmark everyone in Murray
knows.
"II is our little link to yesterday
m have a grocery store like that in
town.'' Satterwhite said.
As Harrison put up the liquidation signs and t.he ca~hiers checked
out the purchases for their friends,
Owen spotted a familiar face in the
store and went to help her.
"Hey, Jane, can I help you find
somethingT' Owen asked.
The customer said she was looking for sandwich bags.
''Here they are," he said, handing
her a box.
Owen said the store will close is
about lhree weeks, but until then it
is business as usual.

University continues
Buffington investigation
by Erin Richards
Editor in Chief

Murray State Horse Bam Manager Matt Buffmgton remains suspend·
ed this week as t.he University extends its investigation into a number of
newly uncovered issues. University President F. King Alexander said
Wednesday.
The University's initial 10-day investigation into managerial, animal
welfare and safety concerns brought forth by students was supposed to
be re:.olved last Friday.
"We have gathered information on a number of things," Alexander
said. "Alii can suy is that we're continuing t.he investigation.''
Jim Rudolph, Jean of the SchOtll of Agriculture, said he had not talked
tO Buffington and had nothing to say regarding the investigation, other
than that it does have a big effect on the equine program because somebody has had to pick up Buffington's duties.
Don DeLaney, equestrian lt!Am coach, has been acting as interim barn
manager and lecturer in Buffington's absence.
Numerous equine students declined to comment on record.

Two new residential
colleges in the works
by Melissa Kilcoyne
News Editor

Murray State plans to seek
industrial bonds with the hopes of
building a new dormitory on
Chestnut Street to house approximately 500 students.
"It's my understanding that they
are looking at the wooded area
behind Bradley Bookstore." City
Administrator Don Elias said.
University President F. King
Alexander said the University is
considering an L-shaped building
with lhree or four floors to join two
new residential colleges.
"We'll design these residential
coHeges from scratch," Alexander
said. "Jt will give students more
opportunities."
Alexander said lhe new residents
will park sout.h of White College
and toward St. Leo's Catholic
Church.
"(The new building) will give us
the opportunity to put up commercial spaces inside, such as (a) bookstore, Starbucks, Internet cafe," he
said.
Vice President of Student Affairs
Don Robertson said the construc·
tion of new living areas will complete the picture for student life on
campus.
"They will enhance campus Hfe
because they will be built with the
residential college in mind."
Robertson said.
"When we implemented the (residential college system), we tried to
adapt the current dorms to it,"
Robertson continued. "This new
hall will be catered to the residential college idea."
The planned additions will provide students with conveniences
and generate additional moner
from lease fees, Alexander said.
The Murray City Council
approved the bond inducement resolution for the project. but it must
be passed through the council
again and approved by Mayor Tom
Rushing.
Alexander said receiving city
council approval is the first of
about six steps to be taken this fall,
and building these two residential
colleges is a three-pha~e project to
improve living facilities around
campus.
Upgrading Hester, Springer and
Franklin colleges, Alexander said,
will be the next phase of housing
improvements.
The University formed the Murray State Campus Improvement
Corp., a nonprofit organization, to

apply for the bonds directly.
"Murray State is seeking to utilize industrial bonds, which are
created by the Kentucky Legisla·
ture," Elias said. ''They are not taxable, so they get a beuer rate."
Dewey Yeatts, chief Facilities
Management officer, said Richmond and Clark residential colleges have the greatest needs in
terms of maintenance and repair
and may be tom down after the
construction of the new building.
However, Yeatts also said if a
shortage of rooms exists, the residential colleges may be kept func·
tional.
"We are looking at the possibility of a building lhat would house
, two new residential colleges.''
Yeatts said. "We have been looking at this and studying this for a
while."
Alexander said the planning
stage of the $20 million facility
began about four months ago. The
project is currently being funded
through existing student housing
and dining fees .
''(There are) no plans to significantly increase student housing and
dining fees beyond the moderate
inflationary increase," Alexander
said.
Yeatts said the new building
would have the suite concept with
four bedrooms per suite and a din·
ing hall for students on the.t stde on
campus.
''We're looking at a really beau·
tiful. very functional building that
would have-courtyards for the residential colleges," he said. "If it all
works, it will be really nice."
Alexander said the new residential colleges will primarily be
quad-style Jiving with one main
room ana four single rooms to the
sides and community showers.
Some rooms will be single occu·
pancy, and others will be double
occupancy, he said.
"Other colleges are offering this,
and to be competitive, we also need
to offer an environment where a
student does not have to share a
small bedroom with another person," Alexander said. "Students
today don't want like to live t.hat
way."
Regents College is the newest
residential college unit, and it is
almost 34 years old. Yeatts said.
"We may be able to get close to
breaking ground in the spring,"
Yeatts said. "lt would take another
Built: 1970, Capacity: 392
year to build the dorms. Theoreti·
Original Cost $2,220,388
cally, if everything goes well. it
Source: 2002-03 Fact Book
will be ready for fall 2005."
Capacity numbers approximate

Construction Timeline

Built: 1964, Copocity: 308
Original Cost: $1,229,394

Built: 1966, Capacity: 400
Original Cost: $1,630,607

PhOtos by Laura Weitcr/The News
Graphic by Kyser Lough!The News

University sends football player home
by MeUssa Kilcoyne
~ews

Editor

After traveling from Los Angeles and prac·
tieing with the Murray State football team for
two weeks, Larry Grant was informed he
would have to leave the University as he did

not qualify for admission.
"I got a full scholarship to Murray State,
and when I got up here, I practiced with them
on two-a-days. and on Aug. 18 I (was told I
did not meet admission standards)," Grant
said.
Grant attended Norcross High School in
Norcross, Ga., and was recruited to play as a
running back for the University football team
on a full scholarship. Grant said the University originally told him his SAT scores and
GPA made him eligible for admission, but he
was required to take t.he ACf test for placement purposes.
Grant missed his high school graduation
and attended summer school in California to
qualify for admissions. He will now attend
San Francisco Community College and said
returning to Murray State later would depend
on offers from other universities.
Shirley Woods, Grant's mother, said he
made plans to attend Murray State in January
and was assured by lhe football coaches he
would be accepted.

Larry Grant fi nishes packing his suitcase to prepare for his trip back home
to Los Angeles. Grant practiced as a
running back for tbe University football team until being told he did not
qualify for admission.

"I didn't get to see my youngest son gradu·
ate because they wanted him at Murray State
(to practice football).'' she said.
Shirley Woods said she hoped t.his did not
happen to other students nnd is currently consulting an attorney on whether or not to file a
civil suit against the University.
"I'm getting advice from an attorney," she
said. "But first things first, and t.hat's getting
my son home."
Lesean Woods. Grant's brother and CEO of
A Better Hand Foundation, works with juve·
nile athletes who need help getting into college. He said Grant turned down other offers
to attend Murray State.
"Now you have a young man v.ho is out of
a scholarship, being sent back home due to
the fact that they were given wrong information at the school," Woods said. "(Grant) had
his dorm room, his meal plan. He had everything because (his enrollment) was supposed
to be situated."
Athletic Director E.W. Dennison said
Grant did not meet University admission standards. and they a:.sisted him in finding a
junior college to attend.
"Football players or athletes are just like
regular students," Dennison said. '1"hey come
here and try, but some just aren't academically ready for college."
Dennison said University standards had to

be upheld regardless of the circumstances,
and he hopes Grant will return in two years.
"You just can't let every kid into college,"
Dennison said. "Now we would have won
more football games if we had let him in. but
he just didn't qualify academically."
Dennison said the University was late on
notifying Grant because his high school was
slow on forwarding transcripts.
Shirley Woods said Grant worked hard to
earn the grades and get accepted to college
and if he had the opportunity to take the ACT
again, he would have .received a higher score.
"You shouldn't have gotten a kid all the
way down here without knowing everything,"
Shirley Woods said. "You get to a point at 18
years old where you have 11 plan for your life
and someone comes and tells you you're not
accepted. (Grant) suffered a lot of humiliation."
Woods said the University informed Grant
he had to leave Murray State after it was too
late to appeal the University's decision.
"Evidently whoever is O'l•er that particular
area needed to reali7.e they're dealing with
young men's lives coming into that school,"
Woods said.
Football Head Coach Joe Pannunzio said;
"Larry's a great player, and we wish we could
have kept him here, but he just didn't meet
those guidelines."

News Editor: Melissa Kilcoyne
Assistant News Editor: Vanessa Chilc.leiS
Phone: 762-4468
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Catnpus Brief1y

Comctions

The departments of theatre and
dance and music will hold auditions for "Some Enchanted
Evening: The Songs of Rodgers
and Harnmerstein" from 6 to 8
p.m. Monday and Tuesday in Farrell Recital Hall on the fifth floor of
Doyle Fine Arts Center.
Those interested in auditioning
should prepare a Rodgers & Hammerstein song. An accompanist
will be available at the audition.
For more information, phone
Lissa Graham-Schneider at 7624635.

Thursday, Aug. 28

Erin Gilles/The News

Damedrix T homas, graduate student from Hopkinsville, invites
Heather Waddell, graduate student from G reenville, and junior
Kayla Purdy, from Dawson Springs, to a fratern ity party.
mit time to mentor girls in middle
school.
For more information, phone
Katie Dunman at 753-4020 or jane
Etheridge at 762-3140.

University Women's Center
to conduct open house
The Murray State Women's Center will hold an open house from 4
to 6 p.m. Sept. 24 in Ordway Hall
Suite 202.
For more information, phone
Michelle Bell at 762-3140, ext. 4955.

MESS to hold first meeting, Review board to host film,
train investigators on safety
emphasize environment
The Murray Environmental Stu·
dent Society · will hold its first
meeting at 7:30 p.m. Monday in
Winslow Dining Hall.
MESS is an organization that
hopes to encourage environmental
awareness among students. 1t
plans to host projects such as recy·
cling campaigns, fund-raisers and
Earth Day events.
For more information, phone
Susan Garnett at 762-6386.

New mentorlng program
to help middle school girls
Growing Into Respected, Outstanding Women, a new mentorlng program, will hold an informational meeting at 4 p.m. Monday
in the Curris Center Theatre.
The program is searching for
college-age women who will com-

September 5, 2003

•poJice Beat

In the Aug. 29 edition, David
DeVoss was incorrectly identified
as chief of police for the city of
Murray. DeVoss is Murray State's
chief of police.
Also, Judy Lyle was incorrectly
named as director of Health Ser·
vices. Lyle is a Health Services
hplth educator. Roberta Garfield
is the director.
Also, Tom's Grille, not the Sir- '
loin Stockade, will sponsor a dinner for three for the winners of the
Outstanding Parent Award during
Family Weekend.

Theatre and dance to hold
auditions for production

The Murray State News

The University Institutional
Review Board will screen "Protecting Human Subjects" at 2 p.m.
Thursday and Sept. 18 at the Murray State Faculty Club.
According to policies established by the review board, all
investigators conducting studies
involving human subjects must
receive training on the protection
of human research participants.
All parties interested in the
screening should phone Sally
Mateja at 762-2916 or e-mail
IRB@murraystate.edu to reserve a
space.

Pi Sigma Alpha society
to gather for first meeting
~Pi Sigrr\a Alpha, the political science honor society, wiU hold its
first meeting of the year at 4:30

p.m. Sept. 16 in Gene Garfield's
office in the Government, Law and
International Affairs Office suite
on the fifth floor of Faculty Hall.
For additional information,
phone Jennifer Payne at 759-0581.

Directing II class to hold
auditions for four plays
The department of theatre and
dance will hold auditions for four
short p lays for the directing II
class.
The auditions are scheduled for
Monday and Tuesday in the Johnson Theatre Green Room.
For more information, phone
Robbyn Pauley at 753-5730.

Plans to renovate library;
no concrete plans yet
There are plans to renovate
Waterfield Library in the ncar
future, but no concrete p lans have
been made.
For more information, phone
John Griffin at 762-2291.

Dance and language clubs
to sponsor dance tonight
The Swing Dance Club and the
Foreign Language Club will host a
dance at 6 p.m. in the Curris Center Dance Lounge.
For more information, phone
Mary Shultz at 436-2455.
Campus Briefly is compiled by Vanessa Childers, assistant news editor.

12:03 p.m. A caller from Elizabeth College reported vehicles
parked in the fire lane. Citations were issued.
6:24 p .m. A caller reported a
dark vehicle with tinted win·
dows parked in the College
Courts Jot and playing loud
music. An officer asked the
driver to tum down the radio.
9:59 p .m . The Hart College
residence director reported a
sweet smell coming from the
air conditioner. Central Plant
was notified.
11:23 p.m . The Franklin College residence director reported a shower would not tum
off. Central Plant was advised.

Friday, Aug. 29
9:50 a.m . A caller from
Franklin College reported a
subject possibly having a
seizure. Emergency Medical
Services were notified.
10:26 p.m. A subject was
reportedly stuck in the Jeft elevator on the sixth floor of Hart
College. Central Plant and an
officer removed the individual
from the elevator.
11:41 p.m. The Elizabeth Col·
lege residence director reported a gaslike smell in two
rooms. Central Plant was noti·
fled.
11:49 p.m. A Racer Patrol officer requested a security check
at Wells Hall because the front
doors were ajar.

Saturday, Aug. 30
12:30 a.m. A caller from
Regents College reported the
theft of a friend's medicine. A
report was taken.
9:39 a.m. A caller advised
there was a cable lfue down on
the north side of the Housing
Office. Charter Communications was notified.
7:30 p.m. The Kentucky State
Police reported it was searching for a car in a hit-and-run
accident.

11:32 p.m. A caller reported
excessive noise at College
Courts. The on-call residence
d irector was notified.

Sunday, Aug. 31
4:03 p.m. A caller reported
children on bicycles by the
front entrance of the Doyle
Fine Arts Building. The chil·
dren were gone upon officer
arrival.
9:27 p .m . The manager of
Wendy's advised a Murray
State s tuden t had lett her wallet in the restaurant's dining
area. The wallet was placed in
the lost and found.
11:48 p .m. The Kentucky State
Police of Mayfield issued an
alert for a missing person with
a disability.

Monday, Sept. 1
10:10 a.m. A caller from Wilson Hall reported a urinal in
the men's restroom on the
third floor was malfunctioning.
5:54 p.m. The Murray Fire
Department was advised of
smoke on the fourth floor of
Richmond College. A washer
belt burned and caused
smoke, but there was no fire.
The washer was d isconnected.
7:41 p.m. A Racer Patrol officer reported the trunk of a car
in the Roy Stewart Stadium
parking lot was open. The
owner was advised.
9:22 p.m. A caller from Roy
Stewart Stadium reported the
elevator would not go to the
top floor, so he could not tum
off the stadium lights.
10:55 p.m. A caller advised
three male subjects with flash·
lights between Hester and
Springer colleges were shining
the flashlights in windows.

arguing and fighting with
Housing staff members.
1:37 a.m. A caller from Clark
College advised someon e
threw a brick through a window.
5:10 p.m . A caller from Roy
Stewart Stadium reported
loud music ·coming from the
speakers. An officer advised
the noise was football practice
and it would end soon.
10:06 p.m. A caller from Clark
College reported the smell of
marijuana on the fourth floor.
Burning candles caused the
smell. The complaint was
turned over to the Housing
Office.

Wednesday, Sept. 3
2:02a.m. A caller from Hester
College reported receiving
unwanted phone calls on earn·
pus. A report was taken.
7:35 a.m. A verbal warning
was issued for a driver failing
to yield to pedestrians at a
Public Safety crosswalk.
4 p .m. The Central Plant was
notified air conditioners in
several rooms were not working in Franklin College.
7:03 p.m. A caller reported the
smell of something burning in
Winslow Cafeteria but did not
see smoke. The Central Plant
was advised. The smell was
gone when they arrived.
7:48 p.m. The residence director from Regents College
reported glass b roken out of
the fire door on the ninth
floor. Central Plant was
advised.
8:05 p .m. A caller reported her
windshield was broken by a
soccer ball while she was driving by the field. A report was
taken.
Racer Escorts: 19
Motorist Assists: 4

Tuesday, Sept. 2
12:20 a.m. A caller from Hart
College requested an officer
come to Hart to check on an
intoxicated subject who was

Police Beat is compiled tJy Vat~es
sa Childers, assistant news editor, with materials provided by
Public Safety.

an Italian Restaurant since 1972

The Sisters of Sigma Sigma Sigma would
like to welcome the Gamma Upsilons! ! !
Katie Arnzen
Sara Belcher
Dannie Cain
Ali Christ
Amanda D'Angelo
Kelli Fitzpatrick
Anna Fleming
Erica Glantz
Adrienne Haley
Brittany Hall
Mary Harmon
Lauren Harms
Jackie Hope
Amber Hudson
Tiffany Lamkin

Ashley Morris
Sarah Neal
Tracy Nearhoof
Ashley Pace
Laura Rimar
Katie Roth
Emily Scott
Paula Singer
Amanda Stevens
Jenni Stice
Alisa Stull
Bethney Terry
Kristin Windsor
Alyse Zinzilieta

Congratulations Jennifer Martin on a Wonderful Recruitment!!!

Daily Specials
Private Meeting 1\ooms

Pizza •Pasta •Salad Bar •Desserts
970 Chestnut St. • 753-2975

.fi~. R
. "A T.. . '~'~
v,u
WAll'
and friends
FEATURING
.Robert Valentine
& Steve Ross
KPAC • Paris, TN
Sept. 5 & 6, 2003 7:30 p.m.
Adults $7.50 • Students $5.00

CALL 731-644-2517
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New measures increase safety
Five college assaults
raise student awareness
Contributing

Allegations ofhorse neglect cause concern
by 1illzabeth Cawein
Staff Writer

uses several measures to keep students
safe.
·
"We do rounds. with the RA staff
and coordinate with Public Safety
officials at different times;· Burgess
~aid. "Desk staff are required to check
IDs, but once they get to know students, they generally won't ask.!'
The University has added cameras
at Roy Stewart Stadium, the Doyle
Fine Arts Center, Regents College and
the agriculture barn as part of ongoing campus security upgrades.
"We are in the process of ordering
signs to put up in parking lots to tell
people they are being monitored,"
University President F. JGng Alexander said. "We are fortunate to have a
very safe environment, but we are not
immune from things that happen at

by Marissa casey
Writ~r

Wanda Wilson said she feeb relatively safe living at Franklin College
even after assault~ on seveml Kenrucky college campuses.
Still. the sophomore from Paris,
Tenn .. takes precautions to ensure her
safety.
"I don't do sn1pid stuff like walk by
myself at night and leave my Uoors
unlocked," Wilson said. "I don't
know if that'!~ something' I should
worry about, but I just don't. I try not
to worry about things like that.''
The University of Kentucky, Eastern Kentucky University and Western
Kentucky University reported five
assaults in the past two weeks.
JGt Tolbert. WKU's director of res- other uni~·er.;ities."
Sims said Richmond College
idence life, said the university is satisstrives to provide a secure environfied with current security me<L~ures.
Tom Lindquist, director of Public ment for its residents.
"We have a security worker in the
Safety at EKU, said the university
increased patrols around campus as evening who works from midnight to
best they could following the incident. 8 a.m.," Sims said. "We keep the side
Luke Sims, junior from Beaver doors locked at all times, and we do
Dam and a Richmond College resi- what we can to not prop those open.
dent adviser, said there has not been a That's one of the most dangerous
noticeable increase in security since pans because right now cards aren't
the assaults because Murray State's working in those."
Wilson said she has noticed side
security policies are sufficient
Sims said some of the other schools doors propped open at Fmnklin.
"I figure it's because our IDs aren't
recently implemented measures including video surveillance and working, so it's easier to prop it open
than to walk all the way to the front,"
checking students' identifications that the University has used for years. she said.
Hart College RA Joe Ebert, junior
Terry Burgess, coordinator of residential service:., said the University from St. Louis, said the residential

Alumna withdraws
scholarship money
Ann Kelly grew up a Racer.
'1 don't remember a time when my

Erin Gilles/The News

Resident Adviser Michelle Adams, junior from Dawson
Springs, watches security cameras at Elizabeth College.
college has security camerdS, and RAs
make rounds four times each night
and regularly check the doors.
"If we don't know who they are. we
will ask to see 10,'' Ebert said.
Alexander said cameras in the residential colleges are being monitored
more closely this year.
Burgess said while security at the
University is superior to other schools

in Kentucky, students should ~tay
alert
"Security measures arc: as good as
our weakest link,'' Burgess said.
''Most of the time, that is the student.
lf student~ don't take security seriously, we run the risk of having an unsafe
crunpus. The student is the key."
To he11r pan of the inur\'iew with

Robenso11, \'isit MMw.thenews.org.

family wasn't a supporter of Murray
State University," Kelly, a Murray
State alumna and Murray resident,
said.
Kelly has been donating money to
Murray State in her father's name
since his death 11 years ago. The Herman Ellis scholarship is awarded to
students in the agriculture program.
Kelly recently stopped the funding
after hearing allegations of horse and
cattle mistreatment by O.L. Robertson,
professor of animal science.
Robertson has been accused of
neglecting a foundered horse on his
off-campus property. Also known as
laminitis, founder is an inflammation
of the laminae in the hoof of a horse
which results in difficulty standing and
walking.
Robertson also is accused of leaving
a dead cow in a field with other cattle
for a prolonged period of time.
Kelly said she was not 'an eyewitness to the incident but was in contact
with residents who observed the situation on Robertson's property.
Cheryl Van W'M!s, who lives nearby, said she was made aware of the
possibility of neglect by a neighbor
who had been caring for the animals.
"I had witnessed the mare lying
down for hours at a time." Van Waes
said. "My neighbor spoke with the
horses' owner (Robertson), who said
that she had foundered, but nothing
was being done."

After bringing the mare food and
water for several days, Van W31:S
called the Animal Cruelty Office.
"On Sunday, August 24, I found her
lying in the middle of the field, and she
wouldn't get up," she said. "When the
mare won't get up, the baby can't
feed."

Van

W~

drink, Robertson drove up with a trailer and said he was taking the horses.
Van w~ accused him of neglect. .
After the Sheriffs Office and a veterinarian were consulted, they decided
there was no neglect. The horse was
euthanized 48 hours later.
..The only reason that mare stayed
alive was because we brought it water
and food," Van W'M!s ~d.
Robertson said putting the mare
down was in its best interest.
"As far as I'm concerned, those
horses are my own and have nothing to
do with the University, scholarship
funds or other.vise,'' he said.
Kelly said Robertson failed to take
proper care of the horses.
''My father passed his Jove of horses
on to me, and I didn't believe since the
scholarship was in his name, he would
want the money distributed," she said.
Kelly said she is optimistic the
scholarship will be awarded again.
"I just want to protest what I believe
was improper animal care," she said.
"It was simply my belief that a man
who was trained in animal science and
was teaching young people should
know how to take care of a horse."

For more information on this story,
visit www.thenews.org.
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Satisfaction Guaranteed: We believe vou1l see right away how Sprint is making wireless clear. We're so convinced, we1t give
you a full refund on your phone within the first 14 days if you're not satisfied.
·

Live Entertainment

THE TROPICS TANNING
Certified PCS Vision 5111 Specialists, for complete demonstrations:

Purchase 300 Minutes of tanning and
receive a $64 value of tanning lodon

FDBFB&I

MSU Students receive a10°/o
discount on an packages
Offer valid through 9/30/03

.

Sprint StoreBetUc.w

PADUCAH
5017 Hinkleville Road
(2701 415-9103
M-F: 10·8 Sat: 10-7
Sun: 1-5
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When you were a child,
what did you want to be
when you grew up? Why?
:•

NEGLECT TO
INFORM "THE

News" OF
CAMPUS NEWS.
POSITION:

"A computer
worker, because I
liked computers,
and when I was
young, they were
like a mystery."

THE UNIVERSITY
SHOULD HELP
PROMOTE ITS
AFFAIRS AND
SUPPORT ITS
STUDENT-RUN
NEWSPAPER.

"I wanted to be a

doctor because
my father had a
heart attack."

?···

l•~·;J..
Phyllis Parker

;.

freshman,. Chicago

f
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The staff editorial is
the majority opinion
of the editorial board
of ''The Murray State
News. " The editorial
board is composed of
all section editors.
Oftentimes ''The Murray State News" is criticized for only featuring
negative stories about
the University. With that
in mind, we would
expect University officials to share with us
when positive news
breaks.
However, both editions of ''The News" this
year missed important
stories concerning the
University, namely Murray State's new "U.S.
News and World Report"
ranking and the University's plans to build a
new dormitory.
This is not because our
staff fails to check up on
campus news. In fact,
"The News" staff members meet with a number
of University officials
each week, including
King
President F.

Alexander and Vice
President of Student
Affairs Don Robertson.
Furthermore,
"The
News" also is in contact
with the Student Government Association and the
News Bureau.
As student journalists,
we are dependent on
these sources for information and story ideas.
Therefore, it is disheartening and detrimental to our publication that
news as important as
long-awaited new residential colleges and new
school rankings was not
relayed to us first and in
time for a well-developed article.
It is the News Bureau's
job to publicize such stories, and "The Murray
State News" is often the
first and only news
source students tum to
on a regular basis.
Although we understand some news cannot
be revealed before a
specified date, administrators are aware of both
our deadline and publi
cation days. We would

"A lawyer to
plead my case
and be smarter
than my parents."

ADMiNiST5?ATiON KEEPS ''TH£ NEWS''' j N THE DJClRK

expect them to come to
us flfSt and trust us to
release the information
in accordance with time
specifications.
.Instead, Murray State's
student-run and studentfocused
publication,

which features news
directly affecting our primary audience, was
scooped by the "Murray
Ledger & Times."
By the time our paper
could have covered the
issues, the stories were

untimely.
The University is not
only missing out on a lot
of available exposure,
they also are letting
down students in and
out of the newsroom.

lobal ••
Mexican culture fascinates student

Jessica Stone:
freshiTIIJn, Barlow

Every semester, dozens of Murray State
students leave their families, friends and
routines behind to experience life in
another country. Eal'h week, Going
Global chronicles the experience of one
Murray State student studying abroad.

"A teacher. I have
always liked
• school and wanted to help kids."

by Johannah Dueker

Erin Gilles!The News

·Matra~State
ne,vs
''l~/

2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071-3301
E-mail: thenews@murraystate.edu
Fax: 762-3175

Erin Richards
Editor In Chief • 762·6877
Kyser Lough
Presentation Ed1tor • 762·4468
· Melissa Kilcoyne
News Editor • 762·4468
Taylor Ewing
Opinion l:ditor • 762-4468
Severo Avila
College Ufe Editor • 762-4480
Chris Jung
Sports Editor • 762-4481
Adam Mathis
Online Editor • 762-4468
Christopher French
Chief Copy Editor • 762·4468
Erin Gilles
Photo Editor • 762·4468
Arela Hathcock
Advertising Manager • 762-4478
Joe Hedges
Adviser • 762-2998
"The Murray State News• strives to be the
University community's source for lnforma·
tion.
Our goal Is to present that information in
a fair and unbiased manner and also pro·
vide a free and open forum for expression
and debate.
"The Murray State News· offers a hands·
on learning environment for those students
Interested In journalism or other fields relat·
fng to the production of a newspaper.
The campus press should be free from
censorship and advance approval of copy;
and, its editors should be free to develop
their own editorial and news policies.
"The Murray State News• is prepared and
edited by students and Is an official publication of Murray State University. The first
copy of "The Murray State News• Is free.
Additional copies are available for 25 cents
at 111 Wilson Hall.

Imagine standing on top of a pyramid, gaz.
ing at a rushing waterfall, climbing to the core
of a volcano or dancing the night away at a
weU-known club. These are just some of the
many things I did while studying in Mexico.
When I first thought about studying abroad
for the summer, I was frightened because I
didn't know very many people from Mumy
who would be going, but it turned out to be the
experience of a lifetime. During this trip I
established some great memories, memories I
will cherish for the rest of my life.
The first few days my fellow students and I
were in Mexico, we toured Mexico City.
where we climbed the oldest standing pyramids, watched tequila being made and eventu·
ally made our way to Morelia, Michoacan, a
city we called home for the next four weeks.
When we finally arrived in Morelia, our host
families were anxiously awaiting our arrival.
When I stepped off the bus, all I could hear
was families yelling various names, and I
never thought mine would be called. When I
heard my name, I felt speechless and immediately ran up to the woman calling it and gave
her a big hug.
I realized at that moment that no Spanish

Food Services director clarifies
new Winslow meal procedures
To the editor:
I think Pat Clark's infonnation (in the Aug.
29 issue) on seconds at Winslow needs to be
corrected. At thi~ time, no Mumy State athletic team, male or female, pays for seconds
anymore. That stopped when school let out in
May.
With the renovation this summer, we decided that students can move to any open entree
station and have what they want. In other
words, at lunch. dinner or breakfast, (stUdents)
can eat from the Daily Fare, Pizza Station
(limit three slices), Wraps and Such Station,
Display Cookery and the Winslow Deli.
l have been at WinsJow for most meals
since the building opened. and believe me, stu·
dents are using the increased amount of food
that can be taken if you stay and eat in the
building.
The only thing we limit, other than pizza, is
taking many servings of one specific entree.
We have in the past and still allow all the vegetables, desserts, beverages, salads, etc., you
want.
We had posters in the first lobby as you
enter the building (which came down Thursday) that explained our new policy and have
sheets at both checking stands called "Wet-

teacher could have prepared me for what w~
to come next. She started talking so tast I never
thought I would catch on. but with time and a
handy dictionary, the language barrier soon
became nonexistent
My roommate and I soon adjusted to the
lifestyle of our host family. At first it wasn' t
easy to eat lunch at 3 in the afternoon and dinner at 9 p.m.. but I quickly adapted. It was
shonly after that my roommate started to feel
sick. We later learned she gO{ typhoid from a
restaurant in Mexico City. So when you hear
the saying, "Don't drink the water in Mexico,"
they really aren't joking. After a couple ·of
weeks, my roommate went home, and I was
left to fend for myself.
With countless hours of homeworl< at night,
l managed to pass the time quickly. It was
around that time that the people in our group
discovered nightclubs. We "had two different
extreme experiences with nightclubs. Some
clubs welcomed us with open arms and basicaUy put us on a pedestal, while others discriminated against us becau5e we were American.
Throughout the trip, we went on various
weekend excursions. My favorite was seeing
how copper is made firsthand. It was interesting because a family that had over six generations working owned and ran the copper store
we visited.
It was shocking and heartbreaking to find
out they only made $2 a day for such a meticulous craft. So the next time you worry about
the latest trends, think where $2 a day can get
you in the real world.

come to the New Winslow" that also explain
our new policies.
Next time you go to Winslow, ·you may
want to look around at what some people have
on their plates.
Hope this will help you, Pat. Believe me,
it's very different from last May. For the
record, we've had no complaints so far from
any of the athletic teams about not getting
enough to eat
William J. Benriter
Director of Food Services

Murray alumna congratulates
students' attitudes, flexibility
To the editor:
I was very impres.sed upon reading :~bout the
Fab Five's highly unusual living situation.
Congratulations to them on making the best of
what could have been considered the worst
experience of their lives.
So many people complain excessively over
simply having one roommate. let alone four! I
wiii admit I once complained about having just
a private donn room!
Way to have class, character and tlexibility.
ln the end, it worked out. What goes around
really does come around.
Keep up your positive attitudes: They will

Johannah Duek~r, a junior from Clarksville, Tenn., stands with a
Mayan man at a pyramid In Mexico during her study abroad.
When my trip to Mexico came to an end, I
was saddened because what I thought would
have been the longest five weeks of my life
turned out to be the most memorable and
rewarding.
What I gained from my trip to Mexico wac;
a reality check because of some of the things

get you through life. If it were five females. it
would have been a different story!
Kristen Watson
Aotida State University. Tallahassee

Health Services staff provides
care, not excuses for absences
To the editor:
The Health Services staff wishes to welcome
all Mumy State ~tudents, faculty and staff to
the campus. Our primary goal is to help you
stay healthy!
We want students to be able to make
infonned decisions about their health concerns
and to take personal responsibility for their
own health. Aside from taking care of ill or
injured students, staff member::; are here 'tO provide you with accurate health care infonnation.
Health Services does not provide blanket
excu!>es for clinic visits. Health services are
provided for the treatment of sick or injured
students. The number of students to visit
Health Services can be in excess of 80 a day.
and an annual census exceeds 8,000 visits.
I am certain that you can appreciate why
excuses are not written for each student visit.
According to the "American College Health
Association's Recommended Standards for a
College Health Program," students are respon·

we take tor grnnred in the States: The people
who live in Mexico would do anything to have
some of the simple luxuries we don' t even
realize we have.

JohanTUJh Dueku is a Spanish am/ secondilry
edu('afion major from Clarksvillt, Tenn.

sible for class attendance and the completion of
assignments. We encourage all students to
communi~te directly with their professors if
they miss class because of illness.
Please feel free to visit the clinic for any
health concerns you may have. You do not
have to be ill to utili1e Health Services. The
professional nu~ want to encourage you to
make good decisions about your health choic·

es.
You also may phone the Health Line from 8
a.m. to noon and I to 4:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday at 762-3809 if you have any
questions concerning your health.
Have a great nnd healthy year!
Roberta Gartield, Health Services director
Kathleen Price, Heulth Services associate
director

Wrfte to us

urray State News'' welcomes

c~

tanet ud Jenera to tbe editor. Letter~
be 300 wordt or fewer and must be

Contributon should inclucU
.n4 phone numbers for verifteaPieaie include hometown, cl3$Sifica.
Iitie or relalionsbip to the University.
Murray Swe News" resetves the right
edit for style. length and contenL
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f!Jl}ou sl}alt not?
United States' ideological foundation
originates in Christian principles
In My
Opinion

PAUL
McDADE
"THE RIGHT
TO LIBERTY
ALSO IS A
CHRISTIAN
CONCEPT
ROOTED IN THE
FIRST AND
NINTH COM• MANDMENTS."

Roy Moore, chief justice of the Alabama
Supreme Court, has created a firestorm of controversy with his 5,300-pouod monument including the Ten Commandments among numerous
quotations that testify to the nature of law. The
controversy exposes the radical nature of. American jurisprudence and the errors in American
political doctrine that are so at odds with the
principles that gave this nation civil liberty in the
colonial and constitutional eras.
The war for American Independence was built
uJX>n the principles of the Christian religion. The
American colonists contended for "life, liberty
and property," their chief slogan during the period of the acts of tyranny (the period of unconstitutional actions of the English crown and parliament that led up to the commencement of armed
hostilities). These principles are rooted in the
Christian religion and are meaningless without it.
For example, the right to life is the political
implication of the sixth commandment, ''Thou
shalt not kill."
The command was given by the Lord Jesus
Christ -but it was written upon the heart of man
from creation. When Cain killed his brother in
Genes.is 4, he knew it was wrong and that he was
worthy of death, even though there was no one
on earth authorized to take his life. Man, with the
condition of his heart "fallen," is industrious in
studying ways to suppress what he knows to be
the law.
For this reason. God himself spoke the law
from the mountain and had it recorded again by
man. The right to liberty also is a Christian conception rooted in the first and ninth commandments. Man is commanded to love the Lord with
all his heart. soul, strength and mind. To do this,
he must be free to worship and serve his God and
free from other men placing him in a position of
servitude without legitimate civil liability.
The commandment to not bear false witness
helps insure that it is only for legitimate civil
crimes that a man's liberty is restrained. God
defines what are civil crimes in his Word. "Property" also is a Christian concept based on the
eighth commandment, "Thou shalt not steal."
God owns all things and has given the use of
those things to men as he sees fit. Man, under
God, has the opportunity to work for himself and
the privilege to possess, use, control and dispose
of what he has earned.
American colonial and constitutional government recognized a limitation of the duties and
objet:ts of the civil government's operations. The
Bill of Rights statement. "Congress shall l'llllke
no law respecting an establishment of religion or
prohibiting the free exercise thereof" is a prohibition of the federal Congress, not the states. Vir-

tually every state had an established religion, or
a religious settlement among Christian sects at
the time of the adoption of the Bill of Rights. The
fear was that federal Congress wouJd attempt to
dictate religion to the states or overturn existing
state laws.
Because Christianity recognizes a limited role
for the civil government, a pact among states,
like the federal Constitution, was to define the
limits of the authority being granted. The men
who are called "Founding Fathers" testified to
the Christian context in which they conceived
law and government.
The man who is considered the father of the
Constitution, James Madison, commented on the
liberty that be sought to establish on these $hores.
Said Madison: "We have staked the whole future
of American civilization on the power of each
and every one of us to govern ourselves and to
control ourselves according to the Ten Commandments of God."
·
Both Justice Moore and his antagonists are
lielf.conscious wtth respect to all of this. The justice made this clear at the rally in Montgomery
on Aug. 16. Speaking with respect to the issue of
his monument: "It's not about politics. It's not
about religion.... Let's get it straight. h's about
one thing. It's about the acknowledgment of the
God upon which this nation and our laws are
founded. Those aren't my words.
Those are the words (of} Judge
Myron Thompson .... The
issue is, can the state
acknowledge GodT'
Without
Christian
faith, the acknowledgment of God and the
law of God as recorded in the Bible to
govern both the people and the state,
there can be no
"life, liberty or
property" as we
once knew them.

First Atnendm.ent clause forbids
church and state relationship
A chief justice of a state supreme court has
taken upon himself the duty of posting in a
public government building a 2-ton block of
granite portraying the Ten Commandments.
He has been ordered by the courts, federal and
state, to move this block <Jf granite because it
violates the free exercise clause and the establishment clause of the First Amendment to the
United States Constitution. The Constitution
was ratified without a Bill of Rights, though
many in anendance believed there should be
such a Bill of Rights. Subsequent to ratification. James Madison, often termed the father
of the Constitution. proposed a Bill of Rights.
Twelve amendments to the constitution
were proposed, and I 0, the Bill of Rights,
were adopted. The one in reference to the chief
justice's actions is the First Amendment The
pan in question reads, "Congress shall make
no law respecting an establishment of religion
or prohibiting the free exercise thereof." In our
early constitutional history, this allowed some
btates to have o state church. though different
religious practices by others, as a general rule,
were permitted. This and other political concepts began to change with the increased
influx of diverse peoples and religious practices entering this country. The states that had
a state church dropped the concept.
To further complicate a complex issue, the
Civil War brought about three new amendments to the U.S. Con~tution: the 13th. 14th
and 15th amendments. The 14th amendment is
of concern in this paper. Part of the amendment states, "No state shall make or enforce
any law which shall abridge the privileges
or immunities of citizens of the
United States; nor shall
any State deprive any
,..,,~._ person of life, liberty or
property without due
process of law; nor
deny to any person
within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the

Paul McDatk
is a campus
minister and
a speaker
at
the
Reformed
Presbyterian Fellowship Bible
Studies.

many years after James Madison stated he
believed they should be applied to the states as
well as the national government. And to further complicate this seemingly intractable
problem, when the Danbury Association
asked Thomas Jefferson what the establishment clause meant, he replied in a letter to the
group that the establishment clause was
designed to erect a wall of separation between
church and state.
So, what is the problem in the current
church-state controversy? If I "read" the chief
justice com:ctly, he is arguing that placing his
Ten Commandments in a state government
building endorses God. but does not endorse
religion because the latter is a suspect violation of the establishment clause, while the former is not. The question that begs an answer
is, "Does the action have a clear secular position or is it religious?"
I believe it is religious and. therefore. a constitutional violation of the establishment
clause. Why? Do you agree with me that the
separation of church and state is a great gift to
the people of the United States and to succeeding generations because it tells us that the
free exercise of religion is for all of our people?
No matter how sincere one's religious
beliefs, no one should use the power of the
state to propagate by law or action that belief
or disbelief. Let each of us in our own true way
follow our path to belief or disbelief and look
at the flight of a sparrow, the bloom of a
flower, the hum of a bumblebee to see and
practice our religious faith. Let each of us, in
our own way, step aside from the forced pronouncements of those who would use the state
to render us clones of their beliefs and lift our
eyes. our hearts and our minds unto the stars
and each of us in our own way, unfettered by
the crying of the state, use our minds and our
hearts to encompass God in our own way.
The Ten Commandments should be in our
hearts and in our actions toward each other,
not fro7.en by the state in stone. Let us counteract those who would use the power of the
state to preach in a certain way by individually getting closer to God. Though they pertain
to a different time, a different place and a different subject. I find some words perfectly
applicable here. The words are from Julia
Ward Howe's ''The Battle Hymn of the
Republic": "As he died to make men Holy, let
us die to make men free" and keep the swe
from propagating particular religious beliefs.

In My
Opinion
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joe Rose
"THE TEN
COMMAND·
MENTS SHOULD
BE IN OUR
HEARTS AND IN
OUR ACTIONS
TOWARDS
EACH OTHER,
NOT FROZEN
BY THE STATE
IN STONE."

Joe Rou is a political scit>nct professor.

Students demand
rock-star parking

1 ·

•

Students who live both on and State, students still aren't comoff campus are complaining forted.
"If I'd wanted the University
about lack of parking. But. it's
not really the lack of parking of Kentucky's or University of
that is getting under their col- Tennessee's parking, I would
Jars. It's the lack of front door, have went there," Dudley said.
or rock star, parking that seems "What I wanted was a Murray
to have their proverbial panties State University education,
complete with the joys of living
in a wad.
"It's just not fair," Jennifer off campus and whining about
Delmonte,
JUmor
from not having rock star parking."
Louisville, said. "I paid $55 for
Dudley said he wants to solve
a parking tag, and I just can't the problem by asking Universifind a space."
ty officials to provide golf carts
Although Delmonte said she or motorized chairs for students
really hadn't checked for park- who have to park far away.
ing spots beyond the most pop"Man, you could get on one
ular lots, she was still angry.
of those things and zip right to
"Why should they sell me a class," Dudley said. "There
parking tag if they're not going wouldn't be any problems with
to provide a large number of parking if students had another
spaces that are close enough to way to get to class without all
spit on University buildings?" that walking."
she said.
Even though motorized chairs
As spaces from Hamilton or golf carts may not be practiField and other so-called far- cal, students will not give in and
" As SPACES reaching lots are left empty, the walk the extra distance. In fact,
battle cry of students is that David Peterson, sophomore
FROM
there are no quality spaces left. from Possum Trot, is convinced
Spaces adjacent to University that the University is holding
HAMILTON
property are routinely filled, out on him. That is why he
FIELD AND
forcing students who paid the chooses to park in whatever
OTHER SOsame price as their peers for a zone he can find .
parking tag to walk from farther
Said Pete~on: "It's just too
CALLED FARlots, sometimes in inclement much of a hassle. My parents
REACHING LOTS weather or blazing heat
are paying an exorbitant amount
"When
it's
raining,
it's
even
of money so I can live in
ARE LEFT
worse," Mike "Cooter" Dudley, mediocre luxury for two years
EMPTY, THE
senior from Paris, Tenn., said. before I go out into the world
"Sometimes
I park my car and and only live up to half my
BATTLE CRY OF
then use my cell phone to call potential. The least the UniverSTUDENTS IS
one of my friends to give me a sity could do is give me a parkride. This is ridiculous. I ing spot that won't waste any
THAT THERE
shouldn't have to walk more more of my potential."
ARE NO
than 5 or 6 feet to get to a building."
QUALITY
While University officials This faux news story was writ·
SPACES LEFT."
stand behind the fact that other ten by Melissa Stoneberger,
universities have a far worse columnist for "The Murray
parking situation than Murray State News."

Soup good; corn-battered fries better
In My
Opinion

SEVERO
AVILA

" THE NEXT
TIME YOU GO
INTO MR.

Eo's

AND ORDER
THE SPICY FRIES,
SAY,

'AND I'D

UKE AN ORDER
OF SEVERO
FRIES'."

Some of you may remember that
last year I extolled the vinues of the
cheesy potato soup at Fifteenth &
Olive. In keeping with that tradition
of product endorsement (with no
kickbacks to myself, I a~sure you), I
must regale you with yet another nod
to campus cuisine.
Seeing as how my beloved Fifteenth & Olive (home of the greatest
soup known to man which is made
by the amuing Julie &!wards), ha'i
been tran~fonned from a once-jazzy,
cafe-ish. faux-elegant bar-slashrestaurdnt into a more blue-collar
hangout, I've decided to try something new and look to a nearby establishment for my culinary needs.
Don't get me wrong, I sincerely
hope the proprietors of Fifteenth &
Olive have success with the new
look of the place-l'm sure it attracts
an entirely new crowd. However, I
also hope they reali1e they may have
alienated a number of once-loyal
patrons who made the re1.taurant as
popular as it is now - patrons who
fondly remember the days of the
nonsmoking section, the dollar draft
and free bread with soup. But a Piu..a
Buffet? Hmm.
So without further ado, I must tell
you about Mr. Ed's Campus Grille,
Some of you reading this have no

idea what I'm talking about. Many milkshake. But, the most intriguing
students aren't aware of the small item on the menu is the com-battered
eatery- which may add to its charm. fries. These fries aren't advertised,
However, I must bring to public so ask tor them with your next order.
knowledge this place that has been
With just a hint of spices and covmy solace since the aforementioned ered in com batter, each fry is like a
restaurant changed their look and mini fiesta in your mouth. I'm not
menu.
telling you to replace your precious
Mr. Ed' s is located directly across french fries, but just for variety, try
from Wilson and Sparics halls. There the spicy fries every now and again are no bright lights or loud music to you won't be sorry.
guide you, so you may have to look
The fries don't really have a name,
closely to find it, but that lack of glitz and as most of my columns tend to
and gaudiness is precisely what solicit some selfish benefit. I don't
makes the place so great. Unlike want to disappoint you. The next
other places, Mr. Ed's is not preten- time you go to Mr. Ed's and order
tious or fake. They put all their effort the spicy fries, say. "And f'd like an
into giving you good food.
order of Severo fries.'' Tell them the
It's called Mr. Ed's because Mr. spicy fries are what you're looking
Ed is actually in the IUtchen every- for: and hopefully in time, they may
day cooking your food. If you go in name the fries after me. (I'm grinand look behind the counter, you can ning sheepishly as I type this.)
actually see him preparing your meal
Who knows, you could be respon-a distinct benefit.
sible for me walking into Mr. Ed's
The employees, Sarah Scott, one day and seeing my name on the
Becky Carr and Meredith Berry are chalkboard menu. And yes, as most
the kindest, sweetest women you of you know, that would be a big
could hope to see during your lunch occurrence in my otherwise pathetihour. They take your order with a cally uneventful existence.
smile, an occasional wink, and an
always-friendly tone.
Mr. Ed's offers a variety of sand·
wiches and burgers, daily specials, Sel•ero Avila is Ccllege Life editor
tasty chicken tenders and a delicious for "The Murray State News."
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Suspect surrenders to law officers
after shootout with pollee

Trial begins in Immigrant Commander transfers
Bomb contains elements
control to Poland
'not typically' found in U.S. shooting, murder case

LEXINGTON (AP) - A man who barricaded
himself in a residence and wounded four police
officers with shotgun pellets during a standoff
surrendered Wednesday morning.
Fayette County Sheriff's Deputy Mark Little
was hit in the neck and anns. He was taken to
the University of Kentucky Hospital and was
later released, police said.
Three Lexington officers, Joseph Eckhardt,
Jeremy Holloway and Sgt. Scott May, received
superfida1 wounds, Police Olief Anthany Beattysaid.
Mark Lunsford, 36, of Lexington, came out of
the residence about 12:45 a.m. EDT. He was not
injured but was taken to a hospital for treatment of a possible drug overdose, authorities
said.
Beatty said Lunsford faces possible charges
of attempted murder, assault and wanton
endangerment.

ERIE, Pa. (AP) - The bomb
strapped to a pizza deliveryman
who told police he was forced to
rob a bank contained an unusual
ldnd of explosive not typically
found in America, FBI agents said
Wednesday.
FBI spokesman Bill Crowley
confirmed a statement Wednesday
by agent Kenneth McCabe that the
explosive used in the device was of
a kind he had only seen once, in
Bogota, Colombia. Crowley also
confirmed that a second weapon
was found.
The bomb that killed Brian Dou·
glas Wells was secured with a
metal collar and lock that FBI officials do not believe was commercially manufactured. Officials
released photographs of the device
Tuesday in the hope that someone
may recognize it and call a telephone tip line.
The second weapons was
uunique," Crowley said, but he
refused to describe it further.

Morehead State University officials
prepare for space tracking system
MOREHEAD (AP) - Morehead State lJniversity officials broke ground Tuesday on a
$3 million space tracking system.
The antenna system will be on a ridge top
overlooking Eagle Lake and is part of the
university's Space Science Center.
The antenna is expected to be operational
in late 2004.
The center w ill include an antenna system
for use in space missions, including potential NASA missions, and p rovide commercial satellite tracking services. The antenna
also will be used to investigate galactic phenomena, including black holes and neutron

stars.

Group seeks to legalize alcohol

sales on Nov. 4 ballot In Mayfield
MAYFIELD (AP) -A group pushing for
a vote to legalize alcohol sales in this far
western Kentucky city has submitted a
petition with 161 p ages of signatures
seeking to put the issue on the Nov. 4 ballot.
Graves County Oerk Barry Kennemore
said the group, called Dine in Mayfield,
n eeds the signatures of 803 registered
votes to gain a spot on the ballot for its
proposal.

Schwarzenegger plans
to skip governor debate
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - As
the state's most popular poJJtidan came to the defense of Gov.
Gray Davis, the leading candid ates to replace him - minus
Arnold Schwarzenegger - prep ared to take each other on in the
recall election's first scheduled
debate.
Schwarzenegger p lanned to
skip Wednesday's debate and
instead deliver a speech to supporters and students at California
State University m Long Beach.
Schwarzenegger has agreed to
participate in only one debate,
sponsored by the California
Broadcasters Association on Sept.
24, for which q uestions will be
provided ahead of time. That
decision has drawn criticism
from Republicans and Democrats

3lilte.
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MESA, Ariz. (AP) - A man
accused of fatally shooting an Indi·
an immigrant four days after the
Sept. 11 terrorist attacks was acting
out of a rage fueled by prejudice, a
prosecutor said in opening statements of the man's trial. The man's
attorney argued mental illness was
to blame.
On the day of the terrorist
attacks, Frank Silva Roque was
overheard saying he would shoot
people whom he described with an
ethnic slur, prosecutor Vince
Imbordino said as the murder trial
opened Tuesday.
"This is a clash of two cultures
and, in part, a result of Sept. 11,"
Imbordino said. ''But the murder
of Mr. Sodhi ran much deeper than
that."
Roque is accused of killing gas
station owner Balbir Singh Sodhi, a
49-year-old who wore a beard and
turban as part of his Sikh faith.

Lawyers may argue RIAA
acted Ulegally In inquiry
WASHINGTON (AP)
Lawyers for a New York woman
accused of unlawfully sharing
music over the Internet suggested
Tuesday the recording industry
acted illegally when it investigat·
ed her online activities and that a
search of music files on her computer may have been unconstitutional.
The lawyers are asking a federal
magistrate to delay at least until
Sept. 10 ordering the woman's
Internet provider to tum over her
name and address to the Recording Industry Association of America, the trade group for the largest
labels.
In court papers, the lawyers
said they may argue that the
RIAA violated state and federal
laws by intercepting the woman's
Internet address as its investigators scoured file-sharing networks
looking for soo.gs to download.

BABYLON, Iraq (AP)
The top U.S. commander in
Iraq on Wednesday symbolically marked the transfer of
control over the south-central
part of the country to an international force led by Poland,
hailing the handover as a sign
of the international community's commitment to Iraq.
The increasingly powerful
brother of slain Ayatollah
Mohammed Baqir al-Hakim
said the country's Shiite majority would not take up arms
against the U.S.-Ied occupation
force, but suggested his Badr
Brigade, the armed wing of the
Supreme Council for the
Islamic Revolution in Iraq, had
rearmed - in defiance of
American orders.
Abel·Aziz al-Hakim, a
member of the U.S.-picked
Governing Council and his
brother's successor as chief of
the Supreme Council blamed
the Naja£ bombing that killed
the ayatollah "on enemies of
Iraq," saying they were followers of ousted dictator Saddam
Hussein who were trying to
destabilize the country.

Blair plans to Improve
British media senices
LONDON (AP) - Prime

Minister Tony Blair's government
announced
plans
Wednesday to revamp the
media ·operation that helped
sweep it to p ower but has
increasingly burdened it with
a damaging reputation for
spin.
In an effort to bolster public
trust eroded by the Iraq war,
the government said it was
considering televising its daily
news conferences and lifting
the customary veil of
anonymity around its media
advisers.

A Polish Special Forces soldier guards a handover ceremony
In the old amphitheater in Babylon,
Wednesday. The
top U.S. commander in Iraq symbollc.aUy marked the tramfer of control over the south--central part of the country to an
International, Polish-led force.

Iraq,

The announcement comes
less than a week after the resignation of Alastair Campbell,
a former tabloid journalist and
a political appointee who
directed the government's
information operation since it
took office in 1997.

Fire destroys two rooms

In Afghanistan schOol
KABUL, Afghanistan (AP)
Suspected Taliban set fire to an
elementary school south of
Kabul, scattering leaflets saying girls should not be allowed
in the classroom, an official
said Wednesday.
The blaze late Tuesday
destroyed two rooms and two
tents at the coed Moghul Khil
school, said Amir Jhan, military spokesman for the region.
No one was arrested but
~bliunedsupportersofthe

hardline Islamic militia, which
ruled Afghanistan until it was
ousted by U.S.-led troops in

2001.
Before the attackers fled,
they scattered leaflets saying
girls should not go to school,
and threatening a "reaction"
against instructors who teach
them, he said .

Museum director
opposes Israeli flight
WARSAW, Poland (AP)
The Auschwitz museum
described as "inappropriate" Wednesday a planned
flight this week by Israeli F15 fighter planes over the
former death camp, meant
as a tribute to the camp's
vktims.
"It's a cemetery, a place of
silence and concentration,"'
museum
spokesman
Jaroslaw Mensfel t said by
telephone. " Flying the (F15s) is a demonstration of
military might which is an
.entirely inappropriate way
to commemorate the victims."
A statement from the
Israeli Embassy in Warsaw
said that, on Thursday, three
Israeli F-15 jets- piloted by
descendants of Holocaust
survivors- will fly over the
former death camp at noon.
The Israeli pilots were in
Poland to take part in an air
show last weekend ln the
central town of Radom.

News in Brief is compiled by
Adam L. Mathis, online tditor.

Cingu.lar's on your campus, so stop by the Cingu.lar booth!
Demo new phones and other oool products from Oingular.

Come take a pic!
Play the
coolest games.
Color screen,
Camera phone.

8

Color screen with
lots of features,

Sony Ericsson
Easy text messaging,
MP3 player and a phone.

NOKIA

NOKIA

CaiNBcnNo Plra>u!

CooleCTrHa I'IICI'U!

-~

Spin the Cingu.lar Prize Wheel for a chance to ~vin Cingular phones, tickets to the hottest
concerts and movies, and other exciting prizes.

'

(

)

CURTIS CENTER, SEPT. 8-9, 10AM-4PM

Cingular has the phone to fit your needs. Visit www.dngylar.com/shoytoyt to check out all our cool phones and features.
Certain phones may not be available in all areas. Vlsit your closest retailer or www,dngular;com to see what is available in your area. Some features are network
deP-_endent and are not available in all areas or on all phones. Optional wireless internet service required to download games. Football game availability planned
for September 2003. Sony is the trademark or registered trademark of Sony Co~ration. Ericsson is the trademark or registered trademark of Telefonaktiebolaget
lM Encsson. The Sony Ericsson logo is the trademark or registered trademark of Sony Ericsson Mobile Communications AB. Nokia, Connecting People, and the
3300 and 3560 phones are trademarks or registered trademarks of Nokia Corporation and/or its affiliates. C 2003 CingularWireless LLC.

..
1..;1

~ cingular

fits you best"'
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Students question Winslow's practicality
by Vanessa Childers
Assistant News Editor

The University spent more thnn $2 million
this summer to renovate Winslow Dining

Jlall, but several students are dissatisfied with
the new facility.
"From what I have heard, the response has
been positive," Bill Benriter, director of Food
Services, said.
However, some students have voiced complaints nbout increased prices at Winslow, but
Benriter said the only cost that increased is the
declining balance prices.
'The prices hadn't changed for declining
balance in about 10 years," Benriter said.
"The prices are now $4 for breakfast, $4.50
for lunch and $5.25 for dinner. That's what
someone would pay in cash."
Mac McCann, junior · from Nashville.
Tenn., snid the setup for Winslow is not well
organi1.ed.

"The food lines are set up to inhibit line for- in the serving area because it is easier to move
mation, so globs of people just ... hang out around.
Erin
Jones,
around the service
hoping to get food,"
sophomore
" It seems like the University is Nashville, said shefrom
McCann said.
has
Benriter said the choosing to use form over func- been to Winslow three
recent renovations in tion in an attempt to lure in new times since the renovaWinslow are not students while giving current tions and likes the new
designed for actual
round tables.
students the shaft.''
lines to fonn .
Not all students
"It's a scramble sysagree with Jones.
tem,'' he said. "StuRobinson said she
Mac McCann
Junior From Nashville, Tenn.
dents are not expected
prefers the longer
to line up, just go
tables.
where there is an opening."
"We used to have honors program meetings
The new seating arrangement in the dining on Tuesday and Thursday nights," Robinson
said. "We'd take up a whole long table.
hall also is a complaint some students voice.
''J think the tables are too close together. Everyone would get together and eat. Now,
and (it is) han.l to get around in the dining you see each other, but you're not really eatroom," Carly Robinson, sophomore from ing together."
Palntine, lll., said.
McCann said the smaller tables seat only
However. Robinson said she likes the setup four people and cannot be moved.

University Police: Safety tip of the week

New crosswalks warn drivers,
increase pedestrian awareness

Benriter said students may move the tables.
but Food Services would prefer students ask
staff members to move the tables so the floor
is not damaged.
'The old straight-line seating that has been
at Murray for years ... is changing at newer
facilities," Benriter said.
Lance Lee, sophomore from Scottsville,
said the long tables were too "cafeterialike."
"The tables are hard to get around,'' Lee
said. "People complain, but it feels much less
lonely and more cozy and inviting."
Some students also complain the dining
hall serves some foods too often.
Benriter said the menu is slightly diffen:nt
because of the popularity of certain items,
such as the chicken strips.
"Serving (chicken strips) so often was
planned," Benriter said. "It's not just a convenience matter. lfs because of the popularity."
Barry Morris. sophomore from Germantown, Tenn., said the lines at the checkout

University officials define
10 graduate characteristics
by Lauren Frlskel
Staff Writer

• Cro!>S streets only at
marked crosswalks.
• Bikers should dismount to
cross at a crosswallc.
• The Jaw requires all automobiles to stop if a pedestrian is at a crosswalk.

Larry Ni)(on/guest

New crosswalk signs on 16th Street have a brighter
color aod include an arrow pointing to the walk. Public
Safety will finish new signs on 15tb Street this week.
• Drivers should notice new
signs indicating nn approaching crosswalk and anticipate
stopping at the crosswalk
itself.

"Sometimes during peak lunch hours. (the
checkout lines) get really loog;and then they
block everything," Morris said.
Benriter said students also have to consider
employees are still adjusting to the facility.
Morris said he thinks the new dining haJJ is
beautiful, and everything is better except for
the checkout areas.
"I hate getting all my food and then have to
fumble with my wallet and pay,'' Morris said.
McCann said the new renovations may
improve the look but provo impractical.
"It seems like the University is choosing to
use form over function in an attempt to lure in
new students while giving current student-; the
shaft," McCann said.
Robinson said she felt the social aspect of
Winslow has diminished.
Said Benriter: "There are still some things
that we have to work out, and things will get
better with time."

New qualities to enhance MSU

Staff Report
Crossing the street may
seem simple enough, but Put>,.
lie Safety's new project to prioritize pedestrian safety on
campus has prompted several
changes on local streets.
"The use of a standardi1.ed
crosswalk scheme includes
pavement markings, visible
signage and Public Safety
Department
monitoring,"
said Larry Nixon, captain
Public Safety.
Nixon offered the following advice to drivers and
pedestrians navigating the
streets around campus:

areas can be irritating.

Murray State has developed a plan
designed to enhance the on-campus learning environment and gain accreditation
from the Southern Association ofColleges
and Scbools.
"A lot of programs have what are called
accreditation agencies," said BiD Palmer,
co-chair of Murray State Quality Enhancement Plan Committee. "Murray State has
an accreditation agency called SACS."
Palmer said SACS has changed the program for the University.
"Completely new to the process is the
requirement for a quality enhancement
plan," he said. ..SACS requires each educational institution to develop a plan that
systematically improves the learning environment. SACS also requires institutions
to ensure their QEPs are directly connected to the institution's mission and strategic

•Drivers should not speed.

plan."

Public Safety offers advice on
different St'curity issues every
week in this serits.

dent Affairs said a quality enhancement
plan is critical to the University's future.

Don Robtrston, vice president of Stu1be external report has already been
sent off to the outside review team. and we

should get that report back by the end of
the semester," Roberston said.
He added that the quality en.bancemcnt
plan, which is based on the 10 characteris-tics of a Murray State graduate, bas to be
mailed in December.
"Each university has to come up with a
new QEP, which is the main focus of the
accreditation process.'' he said.
Palmer said over the past year he has
been involved with developing Murray
State's quality enhancement plan.
"The focus of the plan is to belp Murray
State better deliver the 10 cbaracteristics
of a Mumty State graduate," be said...The
overall plan is broken down into four subplans."
Palmer said the four subplans are a student affairs plan, an academic affairs plan,
a university studies plan and an enabling
technologies plan.
"Each of these groups is then focusing
on how they will facilitate students to
acquire these characteristics," Palmer said.
Assistant Provost Tim Todd said the
plan is to further integrate characteristics
of a Murray State graduate.
"The overall focus of the QEP is on the
overall improvement of teaching and

learning, and specifically the teaching and
learning environment," Todd said.
Palmer said while students may not be
aware of it, the 10 characteristics are present in their daily lives.
Robertson said University officials must
show the committee data on bow they plan
to implement the quality enhancement
plan.
"One thing we're doing now is getting
more Cltposure to students." Todd said.
'"They need to know these characteristics
exist We want to get the cards (featuring
the 10 characteristics) out in students•

hands."
Mik.e Young, assistant vice president of
Student Affairs. said this plan will increase
intcrest in learning. Young is co-chair of
Murray State's quality enhancement plan.
"Tbe hope of it is that if you improve
the quality in the educational environment,
it will belp stimulate students' interest in
learning," he said. "They'D take that. and
once they graduate, appreciate even more
about their education at Murray State."
Palmer said while the quality enhancement plan is still not completed, stUdents
could begin seeing changes over the next
year.
"Eventually we want to connect faculty
to the students so the students understand
that this process is going on." Palmer said.

For a listing ofthe 10 characteristics of
a Murray SltlU groduale visil www.the-

news.org.,
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Bei·Air Shopping Cenler
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Phone: (270) 753-5902

Omega Xi
Social Sorority

, Mu"a,y
Stattl
News!

Rush Events
Sept. 8th ._ 1Oth
1:20 p.m.
:\:40 p.m.

Meet At Woods .Hall On
Sept. 8th At 9p. m.

7:15p.m.
!hJO p.m.

"SeablKult"

"My Bou'1 Dauahter"
3:50 p.tn. 9:40 p .... (PG-13)

"Freaky Friday"

11

Jeeper1 Creeper• 2"

1:00 p.m.,
3:20 p.ao.

71l0 p.m.
9:40p.m.

(R)

For More Information:

"'pen Ranae"

email
omea:axi@hotmail.com

13:55 p.m. 7:0.5 p.m.
l:45 p.m. 9:5.5 p.m.

"S.W.A.T.•

corner of 10th & Arcadia· 759-8866

=

- ....

___......

College Ufe F.ditor: Severo Avila
Assistant eonege uce Ed.l:tor: Alida Hay

Coliege Life
8
--------------~P~h~o~n~e:~7~6~2-~1~100
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This \X'eek
•Friday
•Women's
Soccer
Murray State vs.
IUPUI,
4
p.m.,
Cutchin Field.
•Cinema International - "Heaven," 7;30
p.m., Curris Center
Theater.
•Concert - Jeff Heine
Acoustics, 8 p.m.,
Curris Center Stables.

•Satu£day
•Football game
Murray State vs. University of Kentucky, 6
p.m., University of
Kentucky.
•Cinema Internation·
al - "Heaven," 7:30
p.m., Curris Center
Theater.

•Sunday
•Bible Study - Chi
Alpha - 9:45 a.m.,
Elizabeth
College
back lobby.
•Men's O ub Soccer
Murray State vs. Eastem Kentucky University,
I :30
p.m.,
Cutchin Field.

•Monday
• U n de r clas~ m e n
Shield photos - 11
a.m. to 6 p.m., Curris
Center Theater storeroom. No appointment
needed.
•Senior Shield photos
I L a.m. to 6 p.m., CurTis Center Theater
storeroom. Phone 7624495 or sign up at
228C Wilson Hall for
appointment. Sitting
fee is $5.
•Lecture - "Arab Cultural Responses to
Western Imperialism,"
Jamie Whidden, 7
p.m., 623 Faculty
Hall.
•Senior
Sendoff
Meeting - 9 to 9:30
p.m., Curris Center
Theater. Phone Gina
Winchester at 7622907 for information.

Why? "The inspiration
was the whole tuming-1)(""'"'"•c..
to get it was """.;..,.tia

•Tuesday
• U nd e r class m e n
Shield photos - 9 a.m.
to 7 p.m., Curris Center Theater storeroom.
No appointment needed.
•Senior Shield photos
9 a.m. to 7 p.m .. Curris
Center Theater storeroom. Phone 762-4495
or sign up at 228C
Wilson
Hall
for
appointment. Sitting
fee is $5.
•CAB Campus
Activities Board meeting, 4:30 p.m., Curris
Center Ohio Room.
•Faculty recital - violin and viola, 8 p.m.,
Performing Arts Hall.

Name: Stacy Thomas
Hometown: Murray
Clac;sification: Grad student
Tattoo: Initials in Chinese symbOls
Location: right shoulder
Why? "This tattoo was something very SPCtDUIGI
It was honestly just something to do. 1
l wanted. Thave to say. though, that they ani
I could probably get another one...

art by SCinit Sop1tgirapast/The News
model: Kcvrn Davis, sophomore from Lexington, Tenn.

•Wednesdax
• U nd e rcla ss m e n
Shield photos- 9 im.
to 7 p.m., Curris Center Theater storeroom.
No appointment need·
ed.
•Senior Shield photos
9 a.m. to 7 p.m., Curris
Center Theater storeroom. Phone 7624495 or sign up a(
228C Wilson Hall for
appointment. Sitting
fee is $5.
•SGA - Student senate meeting, 5 p.m.,
Curris Center Bnrk.ley
Room.

OKAY. SCVM8A6... YOU AE

UNDER ARREST IN THE
NAME Of THE R. I.A.A.I

•Thursday
•U nd e r class m e n
Shield photos - 9 a.m.
to 7 p.m., Curris Center Theater storeroom.
No appointment needed.
•Senior Shield photos
9 a.m. to 7 p.m., Curris
Center Theater storeroom. Phone 7624495 or sign up at
228C Wilson Hall for
appointment. Sitting
fee is $5.
•Faculty
reading
Poetry and fi cti onAnn Neelon and
George Hovis, 7:30
p.m., Clara Eagle
Gallery.

ROTHWELL

College Life
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Muslim students active on campus

this week
1. Various Artists - "The
Neptunes Present ...
Clones"
2. Alan Jackson - "Greatest Hits, Vol. 2"
3. Bow Wow - "Unleashed"
4. T.l. - "Trap Muzik"
5. Various Artists - "Bad
Boys II Soundtrack"
Source: Associated Press

•movies
1. Jeepers Creepers 2
Starring Ray Wise

2. Freaky Friday

9

,

Starring Jamie Lee Curtis

3. Pirates of the
Caribbean: The Curse of
the Black Pearl Starring Johnny Depp
4. S.W.A.T.- Starring
Samuel L. Jackson

5. Open Range
Starring Robert Duvall
Source: Associated Press

1. Arthur Agatston - "The
South Beach Diet"

by Lydia Barrow
Contributing Writer
A pile of shoes outside a College Courts
apartment may seem like a strange sight
for many students, but for the 40 active
members of the Muslim Student Organization, it is indicative of a sacred ceremony in progress.
"The revelation of the apartment as a
place of worship was discovered when
Housing workers went to inspect the
smoke detectors in the apartment, as is
University custom," said David Wilson,
interim director of Housing and residence
life.
Wilson said the apartment has been
rented and paid for by various Muslim
students over the years and is occupied as
a residence when ceremonies and activities are not taking place.
Wilson also said the use of the apartment as a meeting place for a campus
organization is well within University
· guidelines.

'~ Like many campus organizations, this one is (geared)
towards meeting (lew people,
socializing with peers and giving students on campus an
opportunity to learn from a different culture.''
Muhammad Khan
Muslim Student Organization Member

2. Laura Hillenbrand
"Seabiscuit: An American
Legend"
3. Tom Clancy - "The
Teeth of the liger"
4. Dan Brown - "The Da
Vinci Code"
5. Robert C. Atkins - "Dr.
Atkins' New Diet Revolution"
Source: Associated Press

bv Justin Bon~er
Contributing Writer

I must admonish those of you who purchased the latest A.F.I. CD and sent it catapulting up the charts - your money could
have been spent more wisely elsewhere.
There you were in the record store - in the

http: //q notes. pro I ix.~ u/
Humor/Jack_Bandey/

Most readers want the reviewer to refer to
the CO's standout track. Okay, fine, just this
once I will placate you. "We've Had
Enough," the second cut (usually where the
record company places the single), provides
pure emotive punk bliss with its chorus of
"Please turn that frickin' radio off!" (except
the singer doesn't use ''frickin"'). Heed these
words, gentle readers. (He asked you "pJease"
after all). Tum your radio off and your television, too. Experience the rock 'n' rolllibera-

Hamid Alzobaidi (standing), a TSM major from Saudi Arabia, and Anouar
Lazaar, a physics engineering major from Tunisia go about their daily routine In
Apartment 1205, CoUege Courts. A few minutes later, the apartment was filled
with members of the Muslim Student Organization gathering for daily prayer.
Steve Jones, adviser for the Muslim
Student Organization, offered thoughts on
the purpose of the organization and it~
importance.
"As a person who values diversity, the
MSO adds another dimension of diversity
on campus," he said. "In an attempt to
create awareness, the group has spoken to

tion of Alkaline Trio and don't hesitate to
consume a few of your favorite libations
whilst doing so.
Now, for those who don't give a good
gosh-dang about A.F.I., here are more reasons
to procure a copy of "Good Morning... Maybe
you're a fan of the Smiths. Alkaline Trio is
like the Smiths on steroids (sans pompadours
and sweaters).
Though not as lyrically crafty as the
beloved Morrissey, Alkaline Trio provides
plenty of disturbed, dejected and dire subject
matter guaranteed to get your square pul"!\e
swinging or serve as a soundtrack to smoking
cloves in the cemetery (e.g. "I don't blame
you for walking away I I'd do the same if 1
saw me"). Don't expect any jangly Johnny
Marr riffs. This is straightforward. mournthe-loss-of-your-girlfriend/boyfriend/partner/goldfisb, engirldle-yourself-in-melancholy, sob-in-your-vodka·tonic rock 'n' roll,
reminiscent of the now-defunct Smoking
Popes.

1-m~ fst(ff\t~~~

General Manager
700 N. 12th St.
Murray KY 42071

Restaurante Mexicano
84 Commerce Blvd.
Benton, KY 42025
(270) 252-1696

Phone: 270-753-9383
Fax: 270-753-9393
~

"A" section no less - and yet you took no
notice of Chicago-native Alkaline Trio's latest, "Good Morning."
"Good Morning" bas all the gloomy countenance and self-abusing appeal as A.F.I., yet
no one in Alkaline Trio adorns themo;elves
like Edward Scissorhands. Plus, the band
does not have a lame, ambiguously straightedge video in heavy rotation on MTV - just
loads of guitar and lyrics Davey Havok could·
n't compose in his greatest androgynous wet
dream.

This site is a must-visit to remedy
your writer's block for your first
paper of the semester. It won' t offer
much insight for your thesis or motivate you to get started, but the so-random-it' s-genius "deep thoughts" can
serve as a good diversion from your
frustration. Set a time limit for your
visit to the site, as the rantings are
addictive.

' -4 .....<1,:;~4«
Email:

Erin Gilles I The News

several teachers of world civili7ation in
an attempt to clear up cultural misconceptions. I feel this has had a great impact on
both faculty and students."
Students interested in more information
on the Muslim Student Organization can
access its Web site at www .campus.murraystate.edu or visit 1205 College Courts.

Alkaline Trio bids listeners 'Good Morning'

•web site

SEAFOOD

Muslims, who are required by one of
the Five Pillars of Islam to pray five times
a day, usually do so in a mosque, derived
from the Arabic word "masjid;' meaning
a place of prostration or place for worship.
This is one of main purposes of Murray
State's Muslim Student Organization,
which includes members from diverse
cultures and different countries, such as
Indonesia, Jordan and Palestine.
Muhammad Khan, member of MSO and
a graduate student from Pakistan, said the
MSO also plans various sporting events
such as volleyball and soccer tournaments
in addition to social events.
"Like many campus organizations, this
one is (geared) towards meeting new people, socializ.ing with peers and giving students on campus an opportunity to learn
about a different culture," ' he said. "One
of the main purposes is to create awareness about different Islamic cultures of
the world, also to generate a better understanding about Islam. a society that is
widely misunderstood."
Joshua Mitchell, a graduate student and
resident of College Courts, said he thinks
having a place for Muslims to worship on
campus bolsters Murray State's diversity.
"Having this in ColJege Courts is a
good idea because the University is
becoming more globalized and religiously
diverse" Mitchell said.
Having various elements from the different religions present at MSU is positive
for the students and is important for any
diverse university."

timedmooson@hoplltJ.com
~

506 N. 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071
(270) 767-0315
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1006 Chestnut St. • Murray

Obligatory Rating: B+

Loans On Anything Of Value

We Tote The Note Ruto Sales

~
lla.m.-9p.m.

: ~'"~~132 )o

Obligatory Rating Scale:
A - Send it straight to the Smithsonian, yo!
B- Pretty diggity-dang good!
C - Gimme an AI Gimme a V! Gimme an E!
Gimme an R! Another A! Gimme a G! One
more E! What's that spell?
D - This band is pretty good - except for the
drummer. the ba'>sist, the guitar player and the
singer.
E - This sucks worse than William Shatner's
acting ability.

"CA$H IN A FIA$H"

Business Hours
Mon,-Snt,
lla.m. - JOp.m.

r-<Fwl&~~,,--:

VIE

Maybe you're not a Smiths fan. Maybe you
don' t care for emotive punk rock. Maybe
you' re a Kid Rock or Limp Bizkit or Stain<.!
fan. In that case, get your mullet-headed. eye·
brow-pierced. primer-grey-EI Carnino-drivin'
backside over to Wal-Mart and pick up
"Good Morning" - at least it' s an improvement over what you've been listening to then reread this review a month from now.

cars • Trucks • Guns • Knives • TV's • Coins
car Stereos • Musical Equlpmam • Jewelrv
Stamps • Baseball Cards •Antiques • VCR's
Home Stereos· Microwaves • camcorders
Dorm Refrigerators • Miscellaneous

:I

7"53-7 .... 3

713 S. 12 ST. MURRAY, KY 42071
Hours: 9:30a.m. - 7:30 .m.

L------------~

.,_ tl.d'Pf:vuallu.tw/Aw'TWPf/'
............... .......... .......

o-~

Hot pizza at 10 p.m. Cold pizza at 7a.m.
Welcome to college life.
WITIIW. S1-.on I

Campus Delivery 759-4646

www,.thenews.org

P./zp.
lj;IA;t..

College Life
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Stewart Stadium rocks at half-time
Racer Bc1nd and color guard use music and spectacle to thrill fans
Halftime at football games isn't just a time
for players to regroup. At borne pmes, halftime is an opporiUnity for the Racer Band 10
entertain the fans with a combination of musical talent and visual effcds.
The Racer Band is predominantly composed
of non-music majon with high school marching experience.
Racer Band direciDr 1o1m Fannin said he is
surprised at how many hip school band members do not march in college. Fannin said he

Matta

News

·The Racer Band tuba section works on.its part while the rest of the band pnctices ln the RSEC because of Inclement weather. The band, Including color
guard, usually practices seven houn per week at Stewart Stadium.

1. Mother

41 . DIKharge from mili-

5. Mirthful

tary

5. A w.y to apNM d. .
content
&. Cove
7. Sixth month of Jewtah

42. A way to hunt down

calendar

CLUES ACROSS

when eornethlng ..

burned
10. Lyric

poem

14. _ Ladd, actor
15. Supply qualities or

abilities
16. Govern
17. Salvador _ , Spenlah
artlat
18. Glide
19. Expression of annoyance
20. Doctora' group
21 . Stand for corpse
22. Long tlmH
23. Grimly humoroua
25. Launched Apollo
27. Expert
28. Recoil

32. Small tr.gment
35. Financial obligations
36. Monetary unit of
Burma
37- Draw through holes
38. Monetary unlt8 of Mex-

Ico
39. Fine ravellngs of cotton
40. Residue that remain•

43. Detective atory
45. Portion of a circle
48. Power unit
47. PerrnMtlon
51 . Defied

54. H8bit8tlon at a high
altitude
55. Not or

a. Slaw, for one

0. - off, lrrn.te
10. hlnful...,........
11. Former coin of s.-n
12. Ardor
13. Arrllngee
21. Poeltlon on a footbllll

feels tbele student~ do not know bow different
the experience is.
"Sometimes with high ecbool bands it takes a
long time 10 put tbinp IOFtber. and it"s very
challenging. We usually oail things ... by the
first or aecond repecition." Fannin said. "It's a
really enjoyable experience because there's no
tiustnlion with people waiting for other people
to get it"
Fannin said college scudeata' IDIIUrity level
helps in leamina four shows in one season.
Racer Band President Chris Sperry. a senior
pre-med major from Providence, has played
tnunpet in Ricer Band for three yean. Sperry

said Racer Band is a great place to meet people.
''It's really a social place," he said. I know a
lot of people ... and I have a lot of friends from
being in band."
The Racer Band also mixes fun with hard
work. Heidi Noyes, a senior EngliJb major
from Vine Grove.
" I love that we can have 160 ....,;,.ally
inclined people with goofy attitudes come
together and have a great time with eacb other,"
said Heidi Noyes, a senior English m¥>r from
Vine Grove. ''I hope that Mumy Stare will eee
that during our perfonnanccs."
One of the largest organized groups on campus, the Racer Band performs at football
games, high school tours and ~ compecitions around the state. Fannin said with four
shows this year, one more than usual. lbe Band
is up to the challenge and ready for anocher sea-

son.
''This is my ninth season, and I'm real excited," Fannin said. "I think we' re going 10 have a
very successful season. ... With the drum
majors, president and graduale usistiDt, we
have a great team put together."
The band is smaller, man:hing only lS6 tbiJ
year, including color guard and pertUSSion.
Fannin said he is not worried about numbers,

4Z.Ieg
44.1roode
41.01aiMin...,

U.lnbed
A. Obllln ..... from rneg-

47.NM
48.Exprlllld . . . .
41. A wy to grind
10. Coprrelcle
11. Fect8 or lnfarmdon

M. .........
17. Own (Scottl8h)
. . Honorlllle tHie (T&.rkleh)
. . One and only

though, given the band's high talent level. The
biDd learned two of their four routines dUring
the weeklong band camp held Aug. I~ 17.
"1biJ year's Racer Band is probably the most
talented sroup. top to bottom. we've ever had.
... This has been one of the easiest seasons as
far as putting things 10gc:ther," Fannin said
The Racer Band's theme in three of their
shows, excluding the pregame and Halloween
shows, is
School Racer Banci."
1be first show will be classic Racer Band
with a fiery Lalin cooker, which is a coUection
of our favorite Lalin (songs)," Fannin said.
Fannin also said a part of this show will be
"Boogie Woop Bugle Boy" and other favorite
swing pieces. The band will perfonn at the footbill pme 111ainst the University of Kentucky
on Saturday in Lexington and at Bands of
America on Oct. 11 in St Louis. This show also
will be featured in an exhibition at Festival of
Champions on Sept. Z7 ll Roy Stewart Stadi-

"'ld

um.
Other shows will include an old-school rock
sbow, featurina songs from ACIOC, Kiss and
1'wi.Dd Sisler; a special HaUoween show, featuring Michael Jackson' s "Thriller;'' and a
show Fannin described u "a work in progress,"
a collection of old-time m>wd-pleasers.

netlctlpel

Last week's solution

t. .m

58. C.ln and _

22. Requ.ta

57. Exce..lve u• of

24. European frMhwlltlr
flah
25. A . . .lthy m11n
26. In a way, crMtee apln
28. Stupefy
a . C.pltal of tern
Samoa
30. Put In hannony

druga
59. Siam. .e

60. A greenlah blue color
61. Caplt81 of Guam
62. Commllnd
63. Tops
64. Tripod

w..

65. Old English letter

31 . "Whet _

CLUES DOWN

wrought"
32. Defect

1. A woman of refl.,..
rnent
2. 1131 alege of u.s.
3. Of cheekbone
4. Black tropical cuckoo

God

33. Whip
34. Reverberation
31. Give up
38.Cioeelyconflnecl
39. Wrestling hokt
41 . Couplet
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The Ladies Of Alpha Gamma Delta are
pleased to announce the new Gamma Xi class:

•

-~
~

Get The MURRAY
STATE NEWS ·in

your lnbox
Reglater now on our webalte and automatically recefw
an Email Edition of the paper wtth every new laue.
H•dllne New. • College Sporta • c.mpua c.lenc:lu
Local Weather
lt'a the beet way to etay Informed••• and lt'a frM.

Charissa Acre~
Sarah Baker
Kimberly Batt
Blaire Bushart
Karen Carr
Stephany Clark
Brittany Davis
Dana Edwards
Emily Edwards
LeAnna Green
Ashley Hancock
Lauren Hines
Lacy Hocking

Rachel Ivitts
Rachael Jaenichen
Laura Manning
Kaitie McGregor
Erin Murphy
Rachel Paschall
HoUyTemple
Kristin Roberts
Lauren Shoemaker
Danielle Smith
Annie Snider
Sara Swiney
Holly Temple

· We Look Forward To A
Great Year With Our Girls!

,

...

ALPHAQAMMADELTA
www.thenews.org

surrounded by sisterhood
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• Phi Alpha Theta
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MSU Dept. of History

Remember When Scrapbooklnc}

MSU Office ofStudent.Affalrs

Papa John's Pizza

The Big Apple

August Moon

STATE OF OREGoN
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: a ~JJ.,f:
:
:
JJ.. · ..·
·••··..
~
..·

······'

1859

O'Reilly Auto Parts

US Bank

Sigma Sigma Sigma

Napa Auto Parts

Advance Auto Parts

Pagliai's

Cain's Chrysler DockJe Jeep

Murray Florist

Tom's Grille

Each U.S. state flag sponsored by the business listed below it. Flags courtesy of http://www.SOstates.com/
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Murray State r unning back Ron La ne comp letes an impressive run, scoring on a 7-yard rush during the Racers' 34-0 victor y over
Valparaiso on Satu r day. Lane car r ied t he ball eight ti mes fo r 31 yards and a touchdown in MSU's season-opening win. T he Racers
next travel to Lexi ngton fo r a showdown with the Kentucky Wildcats at 7 p.m. EST Saturday.

Defense dominates as Racers romp
•

MSU now prepares for frrst-ever matchup against Kentucky
by Chris J ung
Sports Editor

At 6 :15 p.m. Saturday the Murray State Racer Band
fonned a tunnel at the entrance of the Racer football
locker room. The cheerleaders were cued and Dunker
the mascot was ready to run, but no football players
were to be found.
Thirty-five minutes later, the Racer team (l -0) was
on the field after waiting out a lengthy lightning delay
and finally were able to kick off their 2003 Ohio Valley Conference title defense. Early on, however, MSU
didn' t look like a team poised for a conference championship run.
Slipping on the turf, botched balls and careless
turnovers held the Racers to a mere three points in the
first quarter on senior place-kicker Jesse Ohliger' s 24yard field goal. But eventually the rain subsided, and
the real Racer squad showed up, putting together 31
unanswered points en route to a 34-0 victory over nonscholarship Valparaiso University.
··overall, I'm happy we won the game, but we've got
to get better offensively if we're going to be a good
football team," Head Coach Joe Pannunzio said.
"We've got to develop some toughness so we can run
the football. I know Valpo loaded up the tackle box,
but we've got to learn how to deal with that and be
tough enough to run the ball at people. There was never
a play where we just broke it open and looked sharp.
Things were just a little sloppy on the offensive side.''
Starting for the fourth consecutive season, senior
quarterback Stewart Childress recovered from a shaky
first quarter and rebounded with 191 passing yards,
completing 12-of- 16 passes for two touchdowns. Chil-

dress' 67-yard stripe to senior wide receiver Deandre
Green highlighted the game and was the back-breaker
for Valpo. Green finished with 106 receiving yards on
three catches for the day.
While limited on the ground. the Racers managed
159 rushing yards, including two touchdowns. Running back Ron Lane' s 7-yard run in the second quarter
was MSU's first end zone visit of the season. The play
marked another highlight of the game as Lane swept to
the left side of the field, only to be held up. The junior
then reversed field , swept through the backfield
untouched to the right side of the end zone. Lane finished the day with 31 yards on eight carries. Freshman
running back Oscar Walker was the team's leading
rusher, carrying the ball 14 times for 44 yards.

MSU defense leads charge in victory
Despite putting 34 points on the scoreboard, MSU's
offensive effort was overshadowed by the Racer
defense, which dominated Valpo from start to finish,
allowing the Crusaders to gain only 45 yards on 41
offensive plays. Playing in his first game as a Racer,
senior defensive back Michael Hanley led the charge
with one of MSU's two interceptions. The former Indiana Hoosier also recovered a fumble and made several
flashy punt and kickoff returns on special teams.
"l think our defense played as good as it can in a
game on Saturday, but you've got to take the level of
our competition into account as well," Pannunzio said.
"Valpo only had two first downs for the whole game,
and I've never heard of that. To me, it just looked like
our defensive line dominated up front and our comers
did a good job outside. ... As disappointed as I am in

our offense, I've got to be elated about our defense.
Hopefully, we can continue to improve and get even
better on defense."
Pannunzio said a large concern entering Saturday's
contest was the special teams. following the win. there
was some sense of relief, especially surrounding
Ohliger, who replaced last season's AII-OVC kicker
Shane Andrus. Obliger scored the team's first points of
the season, was 2-for-2 on field goal attempt'>, 4-for-4
on extra point attempts and reached the end zone on 5of-7 kickoffs by the Racers .
"We still have some questions there that need to be
answe(ed, but I think it was clear that we have some
talent in those areas," Pannunzio said. "Michael Hanley's going to be a pretty good returner, and Jesse
Obliger has a chance to be pretty good if he can stay
consistent."

Louisville. Presenting a challenge for the Racers will
be All-American quarterback Jared Lorenzen and the
shotgun offense of the Wildcats.
'The big problem preparing for UK is all of the shifting and the motion they do on offense," Pannunzio
said. "That will test us just getting aligned correctly
and ready to defend each play. Then you compound
that with the fact they have two quarterbacks and all
their skilled p layers, and that leads to some sleepless
nights for our coaching staff."
Defensively, the Racers expect the air attack from
UK senior quarterback Jared Lorenzen . However,
Defensive Coordinator Michael Vite said he believes
containing the rushing game will be the key to success
Saturday.
"Our philosophy going into every game is stopping
the ru n," Vite said. "From watching the ir game against
Louisville, they will probably run the ball more. We
just try to keep it simple for our g uys."
Vite said playing a Jess-skilled team such as Valparaiso should not give the Racers a false sense of confidence.
"Our guys understand the competition we're up
against, and they know that our level of competition
has to step up in order for us to win Saturday," he said.
Kickoff for Saturday's game ·against UK is scheduled for 7 p.m. EST at Commonwealth Stadium in Lexington. and Kentucky Educational Television will
host a tent party for all MSU fans prior to the game.
Fans arriving in Lexington before kickoff can meet
at the tent at the KET facil ities at 600 Cooper Drive, a
five-minute walk from the stadium. Snack.c; and drinks
will be provided, and the event will run from 5 to 6:30
p.m.

Racer$ prepare for showdown with UK
Now that MSU has dismantled Valpo, the Racers
prepare to tmvel to Lexington to take on Division I-A,
Southeastern Conference member Kentucky Wildcats.
It will be Murray State's first game ever against UK,
and Pannunzio said the Racer squad is abuzz over playing in such a significant game.
"Our kids are excited about this week," Pannunzio
said. "They've been looking forward to this game for a
long time. Any time you play an SEC team, they're bigger, stronger and faster in basically every position.
That's not to say we can't win, but we just hope we
catch them on a day they're not at their best.''·
Kentucky may come into the contest with a bit of a
chip on its shoulder after losing 40-24 Sunday to

Bowhunting not for weak of heart
Well folks. Saturday marks a sacred holiday for guys
like me - opening day of archery season for deer and
turkeys.
Lord. it gives me goose bumps just thinking about it.
I think opening-day anticipation is one of my favorite
things about hunting. Archery ~eason is worse than the
others, too, I spend a good deal of the summt:r practicing with my bow and arrow in the morning and watching deer feed in green fields in the evening. Waiting for
the moment when I can try to kill a deer with my bow is
almost unbearable. All the practice and scouting definitely beefs up the excitement on the eve of opening
day. 1 usually spend the evening talking with hunting
buddies. checking my hunting equipment, ~hnrpening
my hunting knife and watching hunting videos.
I've got several opening days under my belt now, but
there are a few that stand out. One was the opening day
of the 1998 archery season. I crept into my stand area an
hour before daylight and climbed 20 feet into a poplar

OVC Football Standings
Murray State
Eastern illinois
Tennessee Tech
Tennessee State
TenncsSCt'-Martin
Samford
Jacksonville State
SEMO
Eastern Kentucky

Overall
1·0
1-0
1-0
1·0
1-0
1-0
1-0
0-1
0·1

ovc
0·0
0-0
0·0
0-0

o-o

0-0
0-0

' 0-0

OVC Football Schedule
Sepl6
Tennesse(.' Tech @ Northern Illinois,
12:05 p.m.
Murray State@ Kentucky, 6 p.m.
Tennessee-Martin @Arkansas State,
6 p.m.
Southern Illinois @ SEMO, 6:30 p.m.
Tennessee State@ Alabama A&M,
6:30p.m.

0-0

tree that stood just off of a clover field. I knew there
were deer feeding in the field, and I was eager to take
my first one with a bow and arrow. After settling into
my stand, I ~hifted just a little and promptly spilled my
entire quiver of arrows onto the forest floor. Silently
cursing but comforting myself with the fact that daylight was a long time away, I climbed down the tree and
gathered my arrows. Soon. 1 was settled into the tree
once more, only to drop my flashlight and have it shine
a bright beam directly upward to my stand, giving my
carefully hidden ambush point a lighthouselike effect. I
could hear det:r snorting in alarm and the beating of
hooves as I climbed down to grab the flashlight.
Someho•.v, shortly after daybreak. a doe wasn't
alarmed by my clamor and began meandering through
the woods and toward my stand. I carefully stood, waited for the perfect angle and drew my bow. The doe
casually stepped behind a tree, leaving me with no shot
bur neverthele~s pinned at full draw. By the time she

OVC Volleyball Standings
Morehead State
Jacksonvilll' State
Austin Peav
Eastern Illinois
TenncsSCt' State
F.astcm Kentucky
Murray State
SEMO
Tcnne~sce Tech
Tennessee-Martin
Samford

0\'erall
3-0
1-0
2·2

OVC
0·0
0-0
0-0

2·2

o-o

2·2
1·3
0-0
0·0
0-0
0-0
0.()

0-0
0 -0

0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0

OVC Volleyball Schedule
SeplS
Samford vs. Air Force, l p.m.
SEMO vs. Wisconsin-Green Bay,
3p.m.
Austin Peay vs. Southern
Mississippi, 4 p.m.
Morehead State @ Kent State, 6 p.m.
Murray State@ Michigan, 6 p.m.
TenneSSl>e State vs. Savannah State,
, 6 p.m.
Samford @Georgia State. 7 p.m.

stepped back out, I had been holding the 60-pound bow
at fu ll draw for at least two minutes. With my muscles
quivering. I put my sight pin on the doe's shoulder and
released. My arrow clanged harmlessly off of a tree
behind her. She stood for a moment in confusion, then
headed for greener pastures.
This is bowhunting. If you can't live with near-constant defeat and are not able to laugh at yourself, then
it's not a sport. for you. On the other hand, if you love
clear, frosty autumn mornings, the chattering of blue
jays and the sight of a white-tail deer ambling into
range, you may want to give it a try. Every now a nd
then, you can collect venison with a stick and string,
like the five-point buck that came by my stand later that
evening, and a ll the work and anticipation becomes
worth it.

Will Brantley is the hunting und fishing colum11ist for
"The Murray State News. "

OVC Soccer Standings

SeplS
Murray State
Samford
SEMO
Tcnnt.'S!>ee· Martin
Austin Peay
Eastern Illinois
Morehead State
Tennessee Tech
Jack.-;onville State

f

-

OVC Soccer Schedule

..

._.

Overall
2-0-0
2-0-0
1-0-1
1-0-1
1-1-0
1-0-0
1·0·0
1-2-0
0-2·0

__

ovc
0·0-0
0-0-0
0-0-0
0-0-0
0-0-0
0-0.0
0-0·0
0·0·0
0-0·0

T~Martin @Stephen F. Austin.

1 p.m.
Eastern Illinois@ Bowling Green,
3p.m.
IUPUI@ Murray State, 4 p.m.
Sepl7
Eastern Illinois@ Loyola (Ill.), 1 p.m.
Tennt.>ssec Tech@ Belmont, 1 p.m.
Samford @Wofford, 2 p.m.
Murray State@ Western Kentucky,
7p.m.
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Racers beat weather, then SWMS 2-1
by Brian Geary

utes of the scoreless half.
MSU played without one of its
stronger offensive players, junior forThe Murray State Racers kicked ward Kristen Robenson,, who is
off the first soccer game of the sea- recovering from a spring ACL injury,
son Friday afternoon against the and the Racers' offense struggled
Soulhwest Missouri State Bears at much of the day.
Cutchin Field. Through the first half,
In the second half, MSU opened
the Racers seemed unable to mobi- aggressively. freshman forward
lize offensively, but a strong second Lacey Latimer scored the first goal of
half and solid defensive effort pro- the game in the 72nd minute on a 10pelled the Racers to a 2-l victory in foot header. Latimer said she was
its season opener.
excited to make an impact on the
Initially not an issue, Friday's team with her first career goal and
weather stiiJted out hot and humid. thinks mental toughness was key in
but in the 42nd minute. it quickly Friday's win.
turned into a problem. With lightning
"It feels real good to get the pres·
streaking across the sky, the game sure off your back being a local resiwas delayed for one hour while the dent of Murray, and it is great to
thunderstonns passed.
make an impact quickly on the
''The weather didn't really impact team," Latimer said "Mental toughus," fourth-year Murray State Head ness is what won the game for us,
Coach Mike Minielli said. "Howev- and we were outplaying them a1 the
er, the delay really helped us because end when we needed it"
we were scrambling and had a few
Sophomore midfielder Jessica Fiosmall injuries. We came back out and raneUi scored on a 5-foot heel kick in
were very aggressive, but they had us the 77th minute. and the Racers held
on the ropes until the delay, so it real- off a late rally to secure the season
ly did DOl help Southwest Missouri opener over SWMS.
State."
Senior goalkeeper Karen Fill.harphotos by Rashod Taylor/The News
Eventually the clouds cleared, and ' ris had nine saves while playing all (Left) MUIT8)' State freshman defender Lauren Blessinger clean
following the delay, Murray State 90 minutes for the Racers.
the ball during the Racen' 2-l win owr SWMS on Friday.
retook the field and played well
Although lhe teams matched up
(AbcM)
Freshman Lacey l.atlmer !lCOJ'eS her lint career pl.
defensively over the final three min- well, Minielli said SWMS seemed to
have more speed on the outside when was great because we never got into
Minielli said 'the Racers also look
moving the ball down the field, a good rhythm during the game," to improve on passing the ball.
which gave the Racers problems dur- Minielli said. "In order to be a good
'1be big thing is we play offening the game.
sively better," Minielli said. "We
team, you have to be able to win
''We matched up fine, and they games like this. We played very poor can't go through 19 games playing
were a good team, specifically strong offensively and did not pass the ball like this. It's just not going to hapdefensively," Minielli said. "I good.
pen. We scored off of a few free
thought their speed gave us a little
"In the last few years, we lost a lot kicks, and we had opportunities to
problem on the outside, but for the of games like this because we were make it. but we just didn't pass the
most part I was pleased wilh how not mentally and physically tough. ball good."
good we matched up."
and today we were both. ... That is
On Sunday, MSU shut out West·
Minielli also said one of his team's key when you don't have your em Dlinois 4-0 to improve their
goals going into the first game was to offense working."
record to 2-0.
get momentum started for the Racers
The Racers look to better their
The Racers return to action at 4
and win close games when their offense over the next several games p.m. Friday at Cutchin Field against
offense was struggling.
while waiting on one of their stronger Indiana University-Purdue Universi'7be fact that we won the game offensive players to recover.
ty Indianapolis.
Sports Writer

Well, should I begin with the unpar- better, you ask? I have an answer: an
alleled enlhusiasm the Racer football off week!
team felt after this week's rain-soaked
Considering the destruction we will
demolition of Valparaiso, or should I encounter this Saturday and knowing
discuss the consequences of playing there is no way to avoid it, I have come
the Kentucky Wildcats following their up with the top five reasons for making
absolutely embarrassing home-field the trip to Lexington to see our Racers
run over, stomped on, packaged up and
loss to their in-state rival?
I hate to burst the bubbles of you delivered straight back to lhe ranks of
dreamers patiently awaiting the upset Division 1-AA football
of the new millennium, but your
5. Gerling the chance to start an LSU
dreams will not come we at lhe hands chant inside Commonwealth. Don't
of the 'Cats. They are seekihg redemp- worry, the 'Cats fans will understand
tion from their poor, turnover-filled
4. Two words: the tailgating!
performance against the University of
3. The opponunity to see 61-yearLouisville, and unfortunately for our old Head Coach Rich Brooks try to
Racers, the 'Cats will have their claws overcome his post mid-life crisis by
well sharpened and ready for slicing taking the reigns at KenlUCky.
tomorrow evening.
2. As much as UK will score
Sad but we, there will be no heroic throughout this "contest," there should
upset, no riots in MSU's quad or carry- be plenty of opportunities to see those
ing of goals posts to Winslow and not beautiful Wildcat cheerleaders in
even a worry in the mind of UK Head action.
I . Look at the bright side. The
Coach Rich Brooks that he will fail to
notch the first victory in his young money MSU will get from this game
career with the Wildcats. This week· will surely be enough to pay for those
end's matchup is not the typical ex.travagant white building signs locatfavorite laking on the underdog, it is ed all across campus, and that is defimore like Mary versus Goliath - and nitely worth the abuse our team will
face it folks. she doesn't have a chance! experience in those 48 minutes of
As we enter the caged confines of "foocball glory."
Now, I don't want to discourage any
Commonwealth Stadium riding the
adrenaline of blanking a nonscholar- Racer supporters from making the
ship football team, there are a few journey in hopes of seeing a historic
things to look forward to, good and defeat of a highly favored tbe.
Have fun this weekend, and
bad. To begin with, the obvious: Our
football team gets to "compete" with a although we will return l-1 and our
Southeastern Conference football spirits will be down temporarily, you
squad before a huge crowd in a great can have comfort knowing you are less
stadium in an attempt to show these than one week away from reading the
cross-state rivals what the Ohio Valley one and only word that matters in the
Conference is all about What could be world of sports columns, and "It's Pat."

Classifieds
f1IEE lWiO(}M DIRECIV SYSnM
INOl.lDING JNSTAilADONI Sui~

to "NfL.Sunday r rl<ef• set o4 •llOCllhl
Pkl!P. ~ Ai:(bG 22'1•--TV
~ .Digltd qtdy pk.'1ure/soutd

58. 6'1, 175 lbs, Noo.sntoker. gre:a1
wnre:; :rnd
!iCUipl.'>. M011tng to Murray area Would
like I<> meet female faculty, grallualc
st\ldeniS, ur other intelliRent, ;KIJVe
Wnctwn who respeu honesty anll likes
to have fll!t:'Send ~<lS and partlntl:.trly tu PMB-190 1201 Kenrui:JcY Aw:.,
Paducnh, KY 42001
~tape, wdl-educ'!t!!d .

FOR

Umiled lime offer. t~20!H617.
WOIJ'P TANNING BalS-Allnrdahle
'O>nv~·nlent. Tan 31 Home, PaymeniS
frnm $25/month. FREE C".olor.a.talog.
0111
Today..
1.800-711-0158
www.np eNan.
_ _Ll_xn_~---

SALE

HELP WANTED

30x5Qx10'

SIGMA AIJ'HA LAMBDA. national

illl:ludei plans. irsn~cticm,
l!iider. pUlled metal. free dell\'\!1)', ')j1·

leade1shlp & ~ Organi14ltlon IS
seekmg motiv11ted 5tlldents to hring a
chapter to C".unpus. ,3.0 GPA req . <:On ·
tao: nnmerOsalhonors.or~

8UIUliNGSPOI.E BAilN

S4 M

oo

71&-1<171.
lllNNESS
OI'I'Oim1Nli1ES
A
SODA/SNACK VENDING Out~

ID£Ai. GIFTS BY FlUf.NDiY h.ts
op.-nin!(.' tor party plan ;u.lvisnrs. Qdl
alx>ul our Nf!\Y M;1nagcr l'mgram.
l>.:ror, Glfb, Tors. C..!>h, Trifl'i. ltt.'COg·
nlllon 1-800--18&4875. wwwJrit:ndly·
home.nlln

liu.'lines~ Oppoounily.

Minimum lnvl."il·
menl S3SOO. Wetlkly profits up to $1500!
Call now 1-l(lB.m-4520.
l1lJSINESS SfllVICE<; ATil!NTION
HOMEOWNEIIS Display H~ Want·
ed fer Vanyl Siding Replacement ~·ar
<lows. !'/O p:iymenl until 2004. J>-oi}11leniS
~ at $1!9.00 per rnoniiL AU <n:dit
qualif'lt$. Call l-3J0-251-Il443.
JIOil SAlE NEED A <XlMI"UU"fJU 1\oid
c.lt'dil? Ibnkruplcy OK No Ccedil am.
Guaranleed Appn:.JWI,
Home Phme

NATIONAL PUBUSIIING Ctnup~y
looklng for Sale ReprtSenl2livr in
Kentucky. Willing to travel MondayFriday. CollUIUssion PositiOn. Compa·
ny l•~cro~ge pays S720/week. Call 800225-63(lH .l!xt. 333.
16-DAY CAJtEEil TllAINING-DU·
VEil TRAINEES WANTED TODAY!

UASS.A COL
Training
Nationwide Job Placement Assislance.
\.ompanies Hiring Today & Offering
Tuition Rellnbl.irsement. ~~~

01?1, DI!LTAACI.DBMY:COM
DIIJVEa.5NIGIIT 111ANSPOID'A·
noN. GET MILES! GET HOME! GET

I'AII> DAILY! Hiring SoiO!i & Team..~!
Also Hiring Owner Operatolll. QIU for
I>etails! 888-346--4639 www.knsghl·
1rans.com

DRIVER-Sign On Bonus, Excellen•
Pay plus addill()nal llonuses, He-.o~lth
lnSur.lnce, Rider Program, Drive you
truck home, Trucks assi[!lled fi~t
week. 6 nlOnlhs e.ap. f!00-441'""271

ext.·ET135.
DIUVERS CDL DIU\'I!IIS NDIDI!Dt
Up to 34 cpm to stan, heneflts, f\albed
LrJtnlng, Conv. fleet. I yr. venllable
OTR w/ dean record.

C"~U · HOO-H2~

1'1338. US Trucking/Land~tar,
DRIVERS: GOING STRONG! CFa
NOW tuRING! Company "Owner
Operators• Slngle.'llreams. Loa~ with
Miles available immediately! Ask about
spouse-training program Call 1
CFI-I>RIVE, www.cfldrivc:.t"Qm
D11M!1S Home Wt.'ddy, ~3000
milo,
scheduled
rabea,
loadlunloadldrup
pay,
benefits,
assigned converuionals. sane RP.CiJON·
AL available tlJ0.942-2104 e.t~~en.«>ns
237, 238, 243 www.rotalms.com P.OF..

.aoo.

DIOVI!RS:

1\Jilion-

Paid Tr.uning. No
Ol«ks! No
co-signer needed! Why noc ~>tl.lt a
great career? "Compatl)" Sponsored
Tr.liniatJ ~rQWam "lwnctdlat-.. )'UU
BenefiiS Pickaje -c!a.1Sea Stanlng
Weekly. Experienced Team/Drivers
Needed ASAP! Sdtool Gr;~d• Wei·
''Uillc:l Call Tracy H00-5SHn8 P.OP.
~~Van P.xpedited.
DIUVEIIS:·Team.s
+

Western

F.xpres:;•Success. Solid Miles, Relbble
Home Tune, Competitivt' l'ay, lk'neflt5
Package. Paid Vacation, Cla'IS A·COL,
22 Yellr.i okl, good MVR. 877· 316.7100.

DIUVEiiSI(])l(A) Here·~ an opportunity to get )"OUr anerulon! Flatbed &
V"JJl drivers, I )"r. Ttr e.ap. •S50,000
yearly potential High weekly miles
SMX 1-800-247-8040. WWW51ttxt' com
EXPI!IliENCED DJU\ii:iS w.A.Mi!DI
Immediate Cla5..~-A specullzed open·
ing.~; 1·3 yea~ Oathed exp. required.
Three-day orientation. Qlll l >ennis

tcxby at !100-247-.2862.
"~.()()~(" aass-A CDL

ll'i Iii

l>ays

FinancingiJob Assl5tance Av-dllable.
1\Jltion Include; Food, Tr.mo;portltion,
1.00~ and AD Fee:o Quality Trvck
Driving School. Clll NOW 877o~W}-8289.

NO NYC. NO CANADA, Home e:v")'

weekend. Company Drivers up 10 S 36
(Includes bonuses), excellent benefitS.
Independent COntractors $.83 :.ltld $.86

package, fuel surcharge. leao;e purchase jO month.~ 0 out Cl>vA, 2 Yt!a!S
O"ffi experience required . l·lnl-948-

NEW lAKE HOME,

lAD~

LAND, KY ~,900. New!)• built. cedar
sided home. never lived in, fuOy fur.

nished w/ screened Ul pallo, huge deck,

6766, WWW.epestra:n'ipon.com.
11IE TOP PAY IN 1HE INDUS11lY,

PI!JUODf $.40 l'f.R MILF.. Newest
f.quipmentl Mlle.sl Homettmel ntue
Cr05111Biue Shlddl Denta II P.verythinw
Heanland P.xpress l ·ll00·441-49c;3
www.heattlamlexpre55.t"Oitt.

HEAL ESTATE
AUCTION 8liiUtESVIlU!, KY ..250
Acres in 4 lroicts. Unsurp;wed deer

and turkey hunting. 9 miles from !);de
Hollow Lake, Aug 30, 2003. 27(}.7}+
6053.Joe Bryant, Auctioneer.
LAKE BARGAIN ~ii,900. Free COV·
cred boat :;hpl Gently :;loping lake
view parcel w/ nlce nux or low rollin!!
me.~dO'h"S & trees , Abuts n;nkmal for·
esl on 35,()00 :II.Te retTcallooal lake In
TENN. Paved road'!, w~tt."r, sewer,
ntoce, Excdlent fuY.&ndlig. can now 1·
!100-J04.j154 ext. 490.
IAKI!I'IIONI" LOG HOME 3,150 sq.'
ft./3.2 ~ $134.900. lk:lutiful ~· 3,150
;;q ft. authenlic lakdioot loR home on
3.2
w/~ long range vic!\>.1>.
lake 11cre;.o;, perft'll getaway. Mlbl see.
caD now (~J 770-9311 F.xt. 335.

wear

)acuzzt tnt1,
vtewr.•
much IIIOit'l CaU lm-770-931 1 ext. 971

mpuce,

TRAVEL
PANAMA CITY II&\CII. Sandp1per·
He'.&con 'IX'adt Rl'!IOit. Prom $39 1-2
pm or mive Su J Mon -FRF.l! nlglu.
Resttlcuon~ Pools, river ride, jacuzzi,

tiki bar. 800488-tl828 w~w.sandplper·
beacon.
CIWUlY BLOSSOM ~
COllNTIIY CUJB, Geocgeto~m. KY.
Golf Digest Voted us 8esl In Sum:, "'9!
Join u.' for your nexr round or Oullng!

call 502·'i70.9il49
SPM1NG BREAK 2004, T...-1 with
STS, Amaica'l #1 SI:Udcnl Tour

Opcnror to JIUIIIIk:a, Canc:u.o, Acapulco. BllhamM and Florida. Now
bir1sJ1 CIUJliiW repe. cau 1or aroup
dilmoan... lnformado~
tJooa

1~9

Find it in the classifieds!

Oassi~ advertising is a great way to buy QUd $ell. publicize an u~ event or tO aend a message to that special someone. Discooer t~ fJoweT of classifieds.
$2 for the first 20 words. • 20¢ for each addhiontl word • Classifieds dadlineJ l p.m. Wednesday • Payment is due when rhe ad is placed.
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S1QD

I
Enjoy 2 All·You-can Eat Pilla & II Enjoy 2 All·You-can 1at Pizza & I
SpaGatd LUnch BuRets
II SpaGaCd
Dinner BUffets
lnclucllns Drlnko
lncludlna Drink.
I
crderilc. II ·Coupon
m
• 1
With Drink

·Coupon expires. tldl, 2101 PIRie presenl coupon befln

With Drink

expies sept tldl,

PIRie,.. coupon belln
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SALES STAFF
POSITIONS
If interested stop by
111 Wilson Hall or
call 762-4478.

ASK FOR

MSU CLASSIFIEDS WORK!
Classifieds deadline:
3 p.m. Wednesday

Looking for a job, a car1 or a vacation d~irtationl
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Now Accepting
Applications for

or
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WE COUfD USE ·
YOUR TALENT!
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